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A

Holland Since IS72

No Ice Skating Yet

Council
[I

Okays

ZeeU

On 14th St Ponds

Hosts

Park Supt Dick SmaUenburg

Gtizens Study

Wednesday skating is not safe
the skating pond on 14th St
east of the city and warned all
children and grownups not to skate
Wednesday or Thunday. He said
the area will be serviced as soon
as weather permits. As yet, the
ice is not thick enough

said

WliteMl Friday

at.

On Annexation
Action on

On

State

Until

Gu

Station

ZEELAND

(Special) - Zeeland

High’s basketball team spent Wed-

ensday getting back into shape after a two-week holiday layoff In
which only a few practices were

St Deferred

Fatalities Down Eight

From 1955;

held.

Next Meeting

Wednesday night
unanimously adopted a resolution
calling for a citizens annexation
City Council

advisory committee to study and
make recommendationsas to specific annexation area boundaries
consistent with the best interests
of all concerned.

In

Margaret,IS. were married after
slipping through Communist bor-

The Vikings have a 4-2 record
and have been defeated by Ludigton and Muskegon Christian.
Jerry Jacobson, former Hope star,
is one of the Whitehall coaches.
Ball control has been the big
thing in Zeeland’s early wins coupled with some good late-game
shooting. Coach Paul Van Dort
hopes this same combinationwill

der patrols into Austria.

continue.

A

young 'couple who resemble

typical American high school stu-

dents were the

first

Hungarian

refugees to arrive here.
Steve Zukicas, 20, and his bride,

day mariced t he first time she
had met her older sisters,Mrs.

John and Mrs. Joseph Nemeth.
Council’snew resolution calls
The couple fled Hungary from
for a citizens committee of 32 their village home near the Aus-

members

consistingof four members each from Holland, Park, Fillmore and Laketown townships and
16 members from the city of Holland. Mayor Robert Visscher was
authorized to appoint eight members from the city of Holland and
two members from each of said
townships. He will designate as cochairmen a member from both inside and outside the city. These
co-chairmenwill appoint the remaining 16 members.

The preliminary game

Mrs. Zukicas’ arrival here Satur-

trian border just as the .Communists began rounding up Hungarian youths for mass deportations
to Russia.

The problem currently confronting the couple is learning to speak

John H. Kooyers, 78,

THE OPENING SHOT

In the

month-long polio

campaign will open in Holland Friday night
when 0, team of Junior Welfare League
members will sell tiny blue crutches as one of
several projects in Holland area campaign to
raise $21,800. Left to right are Mrs. James

Brooks, Mrs. David pier, Mrs. William Baker,
Jr.,

Mrs. Edwin Nyland

and

Mrs. Robert

Houtman. These Junior Leaguers will be joined
by several others and will appear in pairs on
downtown corners Friday night. Ottawa county's
quota this year is $57,679. (Sentinel photo)

garian, German and Slovak.
after the language barrier

Runkel Wants Raises

State Police

For Allegan Deputies

Seek Recruits

gan County Sheriff Walter Runkel

is overcome, Zukicas hopes to
continueto work as a mason’s
helper— the work he did before
The -function of the 32-member fleeingfrom Hungary.
committee will be to recommend
in the form erf a written report to
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
council specificannexation area Extended Illness Fatal
Start the new year right in a well
boundaries stating In connection
For Cornelius Schaap
therewith the basic principlesand
paid career by joining the Michireasons tmderlyihgsuch recom- Cornelius R. Schaap, 81, of 435
gan State Police.
mendation.The committee is re- College Ave., died Wednesday eveThat’s the advice given young
quested to complete its report not
ning at his home following an ex- men by Sgt. Milton Swingle, comlater than March 1 and all city
tended . illness.
manding officer of the Grand
boards and administrative personHe was born Oct 13, 1875, in the Haven post.
nel are directed to cooperate fully
with the committee in rendering Netherlands, son of the late Mr.
"Men between the ages of 21
technical assistance upon request. and Mrs. Raymond Schaap. He and 29, inclusive,married or sinIn moving adoption, Councilman came to Holland 32 years ago from gle, are being given a new opporRaymond Holwerda felt this action South Blendon where he had lived tunity to become members of the
should have been taken before the 12 years. He was a custodian at State Police, but they must have
policy was adopted last week. He Holland High School for 21 years their applicationson file by Wedfelt Council had put the cart be- until his retirement 10 years ago. nesday. Jan. 30," Sgt. Swingle
fore the horse in promotingan anMr. Schaap was a member of said. "We strongly urge that they
nexation program without ade- TrinityReformed Church.
look into this opening, because it
quate study and hoped consider- Surviving are the wife, Martha; is a fine career with security and
able good would result from the one daughter, Mrs. Edward Everse a future.
committee study.
of Holland; two sons, the Rev.
In other business, Council de- Raymond Schaap of Bellflower, "The pay is execellent.In the
trooper rank alone it ranges up to
layed until next, meeting action on
Calif., and. the Rev. Theodore about *7,000 a year and, as everythe application from the Gulf ReSchaap of Unity Reformed one knows, there will be a new
fining Co., for permission to erect
Church. Muskegon; seven grand- pay raise which has already been
a gasoline station at a point bechildren; two brothers, Gerrit of approved by the state civil service
tween State St and College Ave.
Zeeland and Hotse in the Nether commission and applies to everynorth of 24th St The delay was
lands.
one.”
made in order for the Board of
Funeral services will be held
Education to make some studies
Saturday at 2 p.m. at Dykstra
on pedestrian traffic at that inFuneral Chapel with the Rev. John
tersection which is near Longfellow School. It was reported some Hains and the Rev. Henry Mollema officiating.Burial will be in
150 children come from the northPilgrim Home Cemetery.
east section of the Longfellow disFriends may call at the Chapel
trict,plus many other children who
come from that area to attend Friday from 7 to 9 p.m.

-

South Side Christian School or

WASHINGTON _

Sen.
Thomas Jefferson School.
Sentence Complicated
Charles E. Potter (R-Mich) WedWilliam De Roo, local realtor,
GRAND HAVEN (Special) and Ray N. Smith, Gulf Co. rep- Alex Poplowska, 60, of 1302% Ful- nesday blasted a *4 a ton increase
in the price of newsprint by
resen iative, explained plans for the
ton St. who was arrested by city Abitibi Power and Paper Co., of
station which involve removal of

ALLEGAN. Mich.

-

Hope Returns
Alle-

pay boost for his

four full-time

deputies.

Runkel said he

will

ask

the

county board of supervisors for
the proposedpay hike during the
board’s meeting next Monday.

The

deputies currently receive
an annual pay of *3,600, but Run-

MIAA Action

Judge Rules

Dog

Must Be Killed
GRAND HAVEN

(Special)

-

Municipal Judge Jacob Ponstein
ruled today that a Weimaraner
dog must be destroyed as the result of an alleged attack on some

while the Dales stopped Ferris, 6252 in the consolation game.
Coached by John Williams, the
Dales will have Lee Jones, allM1AA football end, and Bob Duncan at the forwards with 6’4" Jim
White at center.
Captain Tom Tate and Frank
Wesner will play the guards.
Jim (Jellybean) Reynolds, allstate Class A player last season
while Benton Harbor, has been the
No. 1 Dale replacement. He scored
27 points against Kalamazoo and
may be given a starting berth.
Coach Russ De Vette will start the
same unit which worked In the
tournament. The Hope coach has
been pleased with the steady improvement of the Dutch.
Mert Vanderlind and
Vander Hill will be at the guards
and Jun Buursma and Ray Ritsema at forwards. Paul Benes is cen-

Zeeland

k

ZEELAND (Special) - John
Kooyers.78, of Zeeland, died at
Wood Haven Home in Zeeland un-

Quotas Antmctd
LANSING —Michigan draft

Kalkaska 0, Kent 22, Lake 0,
Lapeer 1, Leelanau 2, Lenawee 4,
Hosts for the monthly Scouters’ Livingston3, Macomb 37, Manistee
Roundtableof the Chippewa Dis- 4, Mason 1, Mecosta 2, Midland 4,
Missaukee 0. Montcalm 8, Monttrict Tuesday night will he Pack
morency 1. Muskegon 8, Newaygo
3056 and Troop 56, sponsoredby
Montello Park School Parent- 3, Oakland 49, Oceana 0, Ogemaw
Teachers Association.According 2, Osceola 4. Oscoda 0, Otsego 2,
Ottawa 7, Presque Isle 4, Rosto District Commissioner Robert
common 3, Saginaw 13, St. Clair
G. Rescorla, dinner will be served
16, St. Joseph 1. Sanilac 8, Shiaat the school at 6:30 p.m. and
wassee 5, Tuscola 7, Van Buren
training sessions for the leaders
4, Washtenaw 14, and Wexford 0.
and den mothers will begin at
7:30 p.m.

Scouten Will Attend

Year.

patrols.

state police, assisted by NaGuardsmen, will begin their
Increased patrol Dec. 28 through
midnighht Dec. 31.
Gov. G. Mennen Williams told
state police Friday "pot to issue
tickets for a drunk or reckless
tional

driving,but to lock such offenders
in the nearest Jail until they
be taken to court" as a measure
to cope with New Year's drivers.
He pointed out that all courts will
be closed from Saturday to Wednesday, with the exception of Monday.

can

PFC. WILBUR R. MULLING
who Is stationed at Landshut,
Germany, left for overseas
duty last May. Following
basic trainingat Fort Leonard
Wood, Mo., he spent eight
weeks at Fort Knox, Ky., in
the mechanics field. He entered service in December,
1955. Pfc. Mulllng’s wife and
daughter, Annette, are living
with his parents,Mr. and Mrs.

H.R. Mulling of 252 East

The HoUand Chapter of the Fraternal Order of Police lists the
following suggestions:
1. Never drive when overtired,
even if it’s only home from a

par-

2. Keep a car window open;
fresh air helps keep you awake. '1
3. To top off a festive tyenlng, y*
make it coffee; on long drives,
stop for a cup at regular inter-

mmmm

alone, turn on the radio.
5. If you are tempted to try the

dangerous experiment of mixing
alcohol and gasoline,get someone
else to drive you home.
While the overall accident rate
for HoUand was two higher to

M

i
COMPLETES RECRUIT

TRAINING*— Richard P.
Francomb, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Earl W. Francomb of

176 West 10th St, completed
recruit training Dec. 27 at the
Marine Corps Recruit Depot,
San Diego, Calif. He will be
assigned to Camp Pendleton,
Calif., for further infantry
training or to one of the many
Marine Corps Schools.

1956 than in 1956 the personal injury rate was down.
Police records how 177 accidents were investigated through
Dec. 28 this year with 96 persons
injured.In 1956 poUce reported 175
accidents in which 106 were injured.

The last two years are an improvement over 1954 when 119 persons were injured to 189 accidents
and one person was kiUed.
Police Chief Van Hoff said this
year’s slight increase could be
traced to the rise to pedestrian
and bicycle accidents.Each catugory took a 50 per cent jump.
Allegan County is reversing the
state-wide trend and shows an
increase in fatal automobUe accidents.
State Police records indicate 30
have died on AUegan
County roads and highways thus
far this year in 22 accidents. In
1955 only 18 were kiUed, while 23
died in 1954.
Paw Paw State Police district

persons

headquarters,which has six
Eleven Chippewa DistrictScouters will attend the bi-monthly GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Southwestern Michigan counties
Grand Valley Executive Board and Three persons were treated In and part of a seventh to patrol,
Council Assembly dinner meeting Municipal Hospital as the result has recorded 142 deaths this year.
of an accident at 3:40 p.m. Tues- In 1955 the records show 143 pertonight in Grace Episcopal Church,
Grand Rapids. Council President day in which a car struck a cul- sons died in traffic mishaps in the
T. G. Lammers will preside at vert on M-50 in Robinson town- same area.
the meeting which will involve ship and overturned. The crash ocScouting leaders from the seven- curred when the car. driven by
Stanley Astras, 42, Grand Rapids,
county area.
Robert S. De Bruyn, district got off the highway and the driver
Admitted to Holland Hospital
chairman, will head the local dele- lost control.His wife, Ursula, regation composed of Bernard Sha- ceived chest and back Injuries, Wednesday were Henry J. Aaldershaguay, Otto Dressel, Eugene Os- and the two children, Anthony 6, ink, route 1; Adrian Kramer, route
terhaven,Amos Beedon, Robert and Mary, 9, also were injured. 1; Henry Israels,30 East Sixth
Rescorla, Lester Douma, William Anthony received right shoulder St.; Ted Wierda, 296 Maerose;
Vande Water and Richard Wilson, bruises and Mary receivedcuts Anthony Derks, 42 East 10th St;
all of Holland and Miner Meindert- and bruises. All three were re- Bernard Ter Horst, 329 Lane Ave.;
sma and John Kole of Zeeland. leased after treatment. State po- Mrs. Margie Bain, 72 West Seventh
lice charged Astras with exces- St; Mrs. Peter Schuitema, 728
sive speed.
North Shore Dr.; Janice MuUins.
1978 West 32nd St
Discharged Wednesday were
Western Michigan Men
Mrs. Calvin Vannette and baby,
199 West 15th St; Mrs. Bernard
Form Shipping Company
Lohman and baby, route 5; Mrs.
John Dwyer, 68 West 15th St;
MUSKEGON, Mich. (UP)
A 17-member group of Western Corinne Pod, 157 East 27th St;
Suburban Michigan men have formed An Thomas Vanden Brink, 48 West
Hazel Park's non-teaching school overseas shipping and trading 24th St; Ivan De Graaf, 26 EaM
teacher was fired Wednesday night company.
20th St; Horace Dekker, 75 Easf
by the school board.
The Michigan Corporationand Ninth St; Mrs. Amos Earl, 2054
Marveta Hine, 51, drew full pay Securities Commission has ap- Lakeway; Mrs. Earl Nies, 240
without working for a year and a proved the articles of Incorpora- West 11th St
A son, Alan Jay, was born in
half before the board made up tion for the company— the Seaway
its mind.
Shipping-Trading Co. of Muskegon. the hospital Wednesday to Mr. and
Miss Hine, who taught in Hazel
Ernest Copper, president - elect Mrs. Henry Walters, 59% East
Park for 19 years, was suspended said the firm was formed to han- 21st St.
and not allowed to teach for re- dle ship chartering operations and
fusing to take mental testa and bulk commodity movements of
Need the Deduction
because her conduct was ques- foreignexports from the Muskegon
CHICAGO- The mother
ti°ned by parents and her super- port.
baby born midnight Dec. H an
iors. Although not allowed to
Cooper said the company will
teach, she was allowed to draw charter one or more ships befull pay by showing up each tween April and November to
morning and signing in with move cargo from Muskefeon to

—

Hospital Notes

-

DETTROIT —

vUV:

•

-V

*

Richard Dean Moore made bis entrance

into the world at 7:25 a.m. Tuesday at Holland Hospital to be

New Year baby. His parents are Mr. and Mrs. David
Moore of 48 East Sixth it. Mrs. Moore is shown holding Richard,
who weighed 7 pounds, 15 ounces at birth. Three girl babies also
were born on New
Da to share honors with Richard. They
ew Year's Day
Yosmii Jakutis, Stephany Alice Coding and
are Lieselotte Yasmine
Joyce Ann Osterbaan.
(Sentinel photo)

-t

school authorities.

}

ty.

4. While driving,talk it up with
other passengersin the ear; if

Three Injured

/

*

vals.

Grand Rapids Meeting

^

the first

New

The

boards will call 777 men for induction into the Army during Feb-

said today.

County Safety Director Avery
Baker urged motorists to be especiaUy watchful in these last few
days of 1956 and especiallyduring
the coming weekend when many
people will be celebratingthe com-

ed

Ninth St.

ruary, Col. Arthur A. Holmes,
state selective service director,

in the county.

Drive.
A stepped up enforcementprogram will be in effect during New
Year’s. City police and Ottawa
County deputies also plan increas-

A

February Draft

In the county 21 persons have
died due to trafficaccidents. In
1954 and 1955 the records show
29 penons were killed in addicenu

Baker urged motoriests to stay
«ff the roads if possible this weekend, start early if you do drive’
and above all do not Drink and

His wife died about seven years
ago. He was bom In Noordeloos
and was a farmer until his retirement several years ago. He was a
member of First Christian Reformed Church.
brother, William,
died last week.

Funeral services will be held
Saturday at 1 p.m. at the Yntema
Funeral Home with the Rev. A. E.
Rozendal officiating.Burial will
be in Zeeland Cemetery.The body
is at the funeral home.

Police Chief Jacob Van Hoff said
has been many yean since the
city has gone two straight years
without a traffic fatality.
it

ing of the

expectedly Wednesday afternoon.
He formerly lived at 15 East Main
Ave., before he fractured his hip
last June.

Set at Montello School

Mayor

*

son of Mr. and Mrs.
Blaine Timmer, 323 West 17th
St, has been spending the
holidays at home and visiting
friends. He left Wednesday for
Annapolis, Md., where he is a
first-year man (plebe). He

Warren

NEW YEAR BABY —

E.

TIMMER,

Holmes said only those 22 or
children last Oct. 11.
older will be called, with the
The case in which the owners,
exception of delinquents and
A1 Diephouse and his wife, Marvolunteers.
garet. were charged with owning
Nearly half of the quota. 374
a dog which was vicious, was
men, will be delivered by Wayne
heard before Jud£e Ponstein withCounty boards.
out a jury Dec. 20. The judge deQuotas for other counties inclulayed dispositionuntil today.
ded Allegan 2, Alpena 2, Antrim
The dog, one of class of rare
2, Arenac 1, Barry 4, Bay 8,
show dogs said to possess great
Benzie 2, Berrien 4, Branch 0,
intelligence,allegedly bit Daniel
Calhoun 8, Cass 2, Charlevoix 1,
and Gordon Davis last October.
ter.
The owners did not indicate to- Hope returns to Civic Center Cheboygan 1, Clare 1, Clinton 2,
day whether there would be an Saturday night to play Manchester Eaton 3, Emmet 2, Genesee 28,
Gladwin 1 Grand Traverse 2,
appeal.
in a non-league game.
Gratiot 2, Hillsdale2, Huron 6,
Ingham 6. Ionia 3, Isco 0, IsaThree-Inch Snowfall
Scouters’ Roundtable
bella 3, Jackson 9, Kalamazoo 4,

__

:

MIDSHIPMAN BLAINE

College’s basketball team Surviving are four sisters, Mrs.
returns to MIAA action Thursday Nellie Vinkemulder of North Holnight at Hillsdale and the Dutch land, Mrs. Henry Geerts and Mrs.
hope their fine play in the Invita- William Bremer, both of Holtional Tournament here will carry land, Mrs. Fannie Feenstra and
over against the Dales.
one brother, Johannes Kooyers of
Mrs.
Right now the Dutch have a 1-2 Holland;two sisters-in-law,
MIAA record and must win this Jennie Kooyers and Mrs. Maggie
game to stay in any kind of title Kooyers, both of Holland.

-

and Ottawa County Road Commis- Commission appointments until Simple as That?
sion. The information came from next meeting.Under council apWASHINGTON- Sen. Clinton P.
J. H. Stephens, director of the pointments, Board of Review apAnderson (D-NM) on a proposal
raUroad divisionof the Michigan pointments also were deferred un- to modify the Senate rule shutting
Public Service Commission.
til next meeting.
off debate
Council approved a change order* ‘ All Councilmen were present at
"We are trying to avoid operatfor the Board of Public Works on the meeting which lasted exactly
ing under the Marquis of Queensthe H. W. Hunter cortfrect involv- one hour. Councilman John K.
teyRdes - protect yo^eU
ing constructionof a&itkxialcon- Vander Broek gave the invocation.

in

If Holland finishes the remainDecember without a death
due to a traffic mishap it will be
the second consecutive year that
the city has had • perfect year.
der' of

Hope

kel said the pay must be in- contention.The Dales have dropcreased to obtain qualified men ped two straight league games.
for the posts.
While Hope was w i n n i n g its
Some of the full-timedeputies tournament, Hillsdalefinished
now work a 70-hour work week, third in the Flint JC tourney. Unwith no allowance for overtime, beaten Flint Community College
routed the Dales in the first game
he said.
and went on to win the tourney

police Saturday night on a drunk Toronto.
the drug store on the corner and
driving charge, was sentencedin
Other major Canadian and
the Jacobs residence immediately
MunicipalCourt to pay $100 fine, American newsprintproducers
to the north. They pointed out that
*5.70 costs and serve 15 days in said price increases were under
a new station in that location would
the county Jail The court indi- consideration.
improve vision considerably at the
cated he could serve his sen- Potter, a member of the Senate
five corners.
tence by spending weekend-s in Commerce Committee, said "this
Althoughthere were dose to 25
jail, besides reporting to the coun- Is* an example of what I predicted Here During Holiday
persons in the audience, there was
ty jail at 3 p.m. every day for was going to happen. It is my
no immediate protest against the
the balance of the month and intention to follow through and Three inches of snow fell in Holconstruction. It was only after
land during the last two days and
Councilman Robert J. Kouw spec- spending the night there before re- see that action is taken either Holland had a white New Year’s
porting for work next morning. jointly by the United States and
ifically asked for reaction from
rather than a white Christmas.
the neighborhood that John Poplowski was charged with dnrnk Canada or by legislative action if Snow began falling New Year’s
necessary."
Koopman arose to point out he driving second offense, under the
city ordinance.
The Federal Trade Commission Eve and kept up off and on all
felt a gas station would be a hazday Tuesday.An inch of snow fell
is investigatingthe newsprintinard for the small children going
Tuesday night
dustry at Potter’srequest.
to school at that corner. He also Driver lined Ticket
Holland snow removal crews
Potter
has
said
that
"the
skyfelt that a gas stationwould lower
Phillip Beerthuis,23, of 323 Lane rocketingprice of newsprint is were out both days to clean off
property values.
Ave., Wednesday afternoonwas
the streets and sidewalks.
Mayor Robert Visscher pointed issued a ticket for failure to yield working a hardship on both U.S. Low Tuesday night was 15.
and
Canadian
publishers
and
busiout that Council'sonly concern in the right of way after his car colness interests."He has urged the
the matter, according to charter,
lided with one driven by Robert FTC to consider joint action with
is public safety and that property
Crawford, 43, Saugatuck, at Canada "to counteractrestraint
values in this case could not '
Seventh St and Columbia Ave. of trade and price-fixingwherever
a consideration.
The Crawford car is owned by they exist."
Council also took under adviseThe Holland Evening Sentinel.
ment a communication from the Damage to the two late model
Longfellow PTA raising several vehicleswas esUmated at S450, po- Carl Young, 73, Found
questions on pedestrian safety lice said.
Dead at His
should a new gas stationbe erected. Councilman John Van Eerden
GRAND
(Special)
pointed to possiblehazards of chil- Rear Door at Night
dren cutting through the station Holland Hospital administrators Carl Young, 73, was found dead
property instead of going around today reminded persons that the in his home 14660 Leonard Rd.,
Spring Lake township, about 10
the area, and Councilman Laverne front door of the new lobby Is
Rudolph asked whether the com locked from 9 p.m. to 7 a.m. and a.m. Wednesday by a neighbor,
pany would go through with its that all emergency cases during Claus Borchers. Mr. Young had
plans if M-40 should be discontin- these hours ahould use the emer- spent New Year’s Day with his
ued as a state highway. Smith said gency entrance at the rear of the nephew, Bert Carrier who brought
him back home about 5:30 and
plans would continue since stations hospital and take the old elevatook care of some chores. When
of this kind derive their revenue tor to the second floor.
Borchers entered the house he
from people in the city. No deffound the lights on, the television
inite information on M-40 uses had
been received either by the Gulf crete sidewalk along the west side on and Mr. Young sittingIn his
chair. He apparently suffered a
Co. or by Council.
of River Ave. near the River crossheart attack. He was born June 5,
In other business,City Manager ing amounting to *234.
Herb Holt was appointed to repre- City Auditor John Fonger report- 1883 in the same home in which
sent Council at an inspectionJan. ed that from May 20, 1953, through he had lived all his life and where
1
7 at 11 a.m. at the Lakewood Blvd. Dec. 31, 1956, the city has received he had farmed.
Surviving
are
one
brother,
Her*
railroadcrossings.The three cross- interest totaling *31,19L49from
ings under consideration for "al- various short-term investments in bert, of Big Rapids and several
leged dangerous conditions" are U. S. government securities. May- nieces and nephews.
the Lakewood Blvd. crossing ap- or Visschercommended the city Funeral services will be held
proximately 600 feet east of 120th auditor’sdepartment for its work Saturday at 2 p.m. from the Bar, fc .....
Ave., the 120th Ave. crossing ap- in these investments, stating that bier Funeral Home in Spring
ProximaSly 250 feet south of Lake- previously city funds mostly lay Lakq with the Rev. George Young
of the Comstock Park Reformed
wood Blvd., and the Lakewood idle In banks.
Church, a nephew of the deceased,
crossing approximately500 feet
Visscher reappointed officiaUng.Burial will be in Spring
west of Beeline Rd. Requested to Lawrence A. Wade to a four-year
be represented are the Chesapeake term on the County Board of Su- Lake Cemetery.
and Ohio railway, city of HoUand pervisors,but deferred. Planning
*

Home
HAVEN

To

said today he will seek *400-a-year

Succumbs

Holland an Ottawa County head
‘ p their best safety record in
yean.

was graduated from Holland
High School in 1954 and attended Hope College for two
years before entering the
Naval Academy.

contest.

English, although uoth speak Hun-

And

will start

at 7 p.m. followed by the varsity

Has

With only three days left in 1966

night for a game against Whitehall at Holland Armory.

Mich.

City

Death Free Year Again

Kenewa League with t 34) record,
step out of the league Friday

Graml Haven

GRAND HAVEN,

Appointmentof a 32-member citizens committee is' the next step
in keeping with a policy adopted
by Council last week calling for
annexation to the city of an area
not less than the primary service
area as drawn by the Planning
Commission. This city annexation
program is associated with a
school annexation program which
involves a considerably larger
area.

The Chix, presetly leading the

Refugee Couple

.

ports in Great* Britain.

i

THE HOLLAND CITY NEWS, •THURSDAY, JANUARY

and Old Lace’

‘Arsenic

Policy Outlined

Library Adventures

3,

1957

Vriesland

Engaged

Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Heyboer

By Arnold Mulder

Holland
in 1918

entertained on Christmas, Mr. and
The South, as well as the North,
Mrs. John Veltema and family of
(Following is another In thi
Pella, Iowa, Mr. and Mrs. Keith
has been getting into the game of
series of acticles taken from newi
"Arsenic and Old Lace” by JoVan Noord of Hudsonville, Mr.
writing Civil War books. The
of the Holland Daily Sentinel pub
and Mrs. Junior Heyboer. Mercia,
seph Kesselring has been chosen
Admitted
to
HoHand
Hospital
lished more than 38 years ago),
South hu always done that since
Friday
were
Mrs.
Erwin
Mulder, and Vera of Vriesland. •
by the senior class oC Holland
A movement is on foot In Hoi
Appomattox, but a new tone is
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Zuverink,
2484 142nd Ave.; Mary Lynne and
land to organize a Teachers’ trainHigh School as its annual Class
Annexation Deadline * coming into southern war volumes; Molly Sue Hilhink, 198 West 14th Mra. Gerrit Faber were Christing institute in this city when
Play to be given in the High
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Christmas
guests
at
the
home
of
GRAND
(Special)
city annexation policy at this time. 16. What can we do? Holland lead- Reported Near Lament
der Ven, manager of the Holland
Chester Reimink and son David,
As the names of students were
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Alexander
Karay
Register
of
Deeds
Robert
J
Canning Company and former alMr. and Mrs. Lewis Beyer, Miss read, they came forward for the He felt the issues should be taken ers sympathized.
and
family
of
Zeeland.
GRAND
HAVEN
(Specialf
Kammeraad today reported a drop derman from the Fourth ward,
Eleanor Reimink, Bernard Sheaf- prayer of dedication.The congre- separately. Chairman Miles said Beechwood asked difference In The sheriff'sdepartment reports Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence South
In total receipts this year, caused
fer,
Mr. and gation said the prayer of blessing. the school board is dedicated to tax rates, and the county program a breaking and entering occurred of Muskegon were Christmas cal- mainly by chattel mortgage fees and Nicodemus Boech, former
providingthe best educationfor for Clemlnshaw appraisals was exmayor.
Mrs. Dick Rotman, Mr. and Mrs. The Rev. John O. Hagans coneverybodyinvolved and if there is plained whereby all property In sometime between Dec. 24 and lers on Mr. and Mrs. Henry Wa- which were lower in 1956 because
"Lincoln - Van Raalte Day” Is
Albert Kaper, Mr. and Mrs. Mar- cluded the service with a sermon.
many banks and loan companies
no cooperationbetween the city Ottawa county will be appraised on Dec. 30 at the Kirkhoff house one beke.
the named suggested by the "Bantin Rotman, Mr. and Mrs. Symon
The Serving Guild meets at 1:30 have turned to taking out insurand outlying areas, then there Is a professionalbasis by the end of mile east of Lamont.
Posma, Mr. and Mrs. James RotEntrance was gained by break- p.ra, on next week Thursday in ance on personalpropertyloans ner” published In Grand RapMt
no solution to the educational prob- 1958. A spokesman for the school
Lucas De Haan, 71, Dies
man and Mrs. Minnie Rotman.
as the name of the propoeed anlems. Moreover, it was pointed board said tome major adjust- ing a rear storm door and the the church basement
instead of filing them.
Those unable to attend were At His Home in Drenthe
nual Dutch holiday in Westarn
out that the primary area takes ments can be expected. As for city regular house door through which
Chattel mortgage receipts dropMr. and Mrs. Charlie Scheltema
Michiganto be celebrated on Feb.
If you like the dignity and beau- ped from 57,664.75 in 1955 to 55,321
in a very small area in Park town- tax rates, those figures can be they entered. Although the inter
and Mrs. William Haggah of Lucas De Haan, 71, of Drenthe ship.
12.
ior
of
the
house
was
completely
ty
of
traditional
styling
in
your
in 1956. Total receipts for the year
obtained from City Hall.
Grand Rapids.
(Zeeland,route 3), died early SunAllegan Supt. Sturgis asked
As the clock approached 11 o’ ransacked,nothing was reported living room, vat-dyed fabrics, were 526,167.15,compared with Hope College will do its best to
Games were played and a two day morning after a few hours ill- whether tuition for high school
help supply the necessary labor
clock, Chairman Miles called i missing by the owner, who dis- which are colorfast to washing, 528,460 in 1955. Figures included to
course lunch was served by the ness at his home. He was a farm- students might not be greater than halt. "We could go on perhaps for covered it Dec. 30.
for the farms the coming teaaon
drycleaning, or sunlight, should be Dec. 19 of both years.
children.The guests of honor were er and lived on the farm where taxes derived through annexation
chosen with an underlying note of
Other receipts follow, 1955 list- so that the food supply may be
10 hours on the many, many quespreatnted with gift*
he was born.
programs. Supt Scott said there tions in this complex program but
The United States is the only simple elegance — even - pattern- ed first and 1956 second: deeds Increased and may help win the
war. It was announced at the
Surviving are two brothers and has been a tendency for tuition re- let’s not do it tonight. I’m sure country with an annual consump- er fabrics
ornate designs or
paper in the a sister, John of Drenthe and Ed- imbursement to decrease over the any member of our board will be tion of shoes in excess of three stylized prints — with formal feel- 58,270.75
^isf^rge chapel exercises by President Venwas the
ward of Holland and Mrs. George last years and it appears the re- 1 glad to meet with any of the pairs per capita. It accountsfor ing. Colon are rich, warm and mortgages, 52,284.50and 52,287.50 nema this morning that the colHuizen ft Holland; a brother - in - imbursement will continue to de- groups, or well be glad to
nearly 40 per cent of the world meUowa— or sharp and clear tor plats, 5131.50 and 5225;' probate lege will ckse two week* earlier
«.
1”
crease in the future.
he said.
this year.
output
unusual contrast.
papers, 51,080.50 and 51,445.25.
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Bears Score

Pastor’s

To Set New Prep
Gvic Point

St. Joseph's basketballteam
ran up more points against a Holland quintet than any other team
in history Friday night, lickingthe
Dutch, 97-65, and at the same
time setting a new Civic Center
high school scoring record and a
school scoring mark before 1,400

A

Home,

•JH

came

to Holland

Jason Harness, playing

the

middle man for the Bears, was
the big scorer in the first half.
He tallied16 points and led the

way

to the 44-25 halftime advan-

tage.

%

F(l

FT PF TP

0

16
5
8
6

2

2

14

0

0

2

3
1

1

5

0

1

1

2

1

0

1

0

3

0

7

0

0

0

......... Totals. .21 23 14

65

t

1

Plagenhoef, g ....
Tornovish, g ...... .
Rice, f ........... .
Teusink, g ..........
Gibbons, c ........ .
Otting, g ..................
..
Gilbert, c ...............
..
Alderink, ........ .
•

f

Stoel,

g

.............

6
1
1
0
0
0
2
0

3
2
3

";;V

2 0
Dase, f .......... 13 0
Harness, c ....... . 8 5
2 2
Callendar, g .....
Kesterke. g ..... 4 0
Neidlinger,f .... 1 5
Koch, f .......... 1 0
Walters, c ........ 0 2
Montei, g ........ .20
Miller, g ........ . 5 3
Burton, g ........ . 1 2

2

4

3

26

1

21

.

0

6

.

0

8

.

4

7

.

1

•2

.

0

2

Totals. .39 18

Big Second Half

Fns

includes a completiondate and

1

4

3

13

1

4

16

97

Officials: Fredrickson, Nameth,

Johnson’s suit specificallyasks
that picketing end, that there be
no interference with his business,
and no coercion or threats of any
kind to his sub-contractorsor employes.

Johnson claimed that during the
last several months the defendant unions had attempted to organize his employes. Accordingto
Johnson, a picket first was placed
on the Zeeland job Dec. 6.
Because of the holiday weekend,
it is expectedthat work will not
be resumed in full until next
Wednesday.

Meeting Set (or Jan. 8

Man

ALLEGAN (Special)—The biennial Allegan County School Offic- formed before a settingof ferns,
ers meeting will be held at Gris- candelabra and bouquets of mums
wold Auditorium in Allegan on and gladioli.
Jan. 8.
Parents of the bride are Mr.
George Schutt. a consultant of and Mrs. Albert Lamberts of 781
the school organization and Mal- West 26th St. The groom is the
Miss Judith Helen Reed
Announcement Ls made of the en- colm Whale of the driver educa- son of Mrs. Charles Johnson, 2003
gagement of Miss Judith Helen tion and a member of the curric- Ottagon,Holland.
Reed, 292 Central Ave., to Darryl ulum services staff, will represetn Miss Donna Lamberts,sister of
the Department of Public Instruc- the bride, was maid of honor.
Leslie Haynes, son of Mr. and Mrs.
tion,
Best man was Ben Jansen and
Earl Haynes of Ann Arbor.
G. Ray Sturgis,county superin- ushers were David and Bob LamBoth are members of the junitJr
tendent of schools, will be chair- berts.
class at Central Michigan College
man of the meeting which begins The bride chose a gown of tafIn ML Pleasant. Mr. Haynes is afat 1:30 p.m. School boards may feta with net over. the floor-length
filiated with Alpha Phi Omega, napay their attending members mile- skirt. The strapless fitted bodice
tional service fraternity. Miss
age and actual expenses incurred
Reed is the daughter of Mrs. in attending the meeting, Sturgis was covered by a lace jacket. Her
fingertip veil fell from a rhineMorris Osborne Reed and the late

m

ft

said.

is

plarfned.

‘Coketail’ Party

At

Home

of

Held

Miss Roser

Miss Diane Roser entertained at
a "coketail” party at the home of
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. F.
Roser, 583 Lawndale Gt.p Wednesday evening.
Her guests included Vem Mills,

Bonnie Nash, John Ashby, Karen
Ekstrand.Jim Botsis, Lynn Winter, Larry Borchers, Darlene
Nynas, Don M c C a Hum. Betty
Aalderinkand Dale Lindsay.

(Herfstphoto)

Miss Daisy Elizabeth Parker, bride, and Charles P. Wojahn, the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence groom's brother.
Parker, 1179 South Shore Dr., and
A reception for 20 guests was
James E. Wojahn, son of Mr. and held at Howard Johnson RestauMrs. Paul Wojahn, 276 West 15th rant.
St., were married Dec. 7 in the
The couple is at home at 887
parsonage of Trinity Reformed West 32nd St. The groom is emChurch. The Rev. John Halns per- ployed at Hart and Cooley Mfg.
formed the double ring ceremony Co. and the bride is employed in
at 7 p.m. in the presence of Mrs. the office at De Witt's Hatchery
Jack Parker, sister-in-lawof the in Zeeland.
.

Zeeland

Man Succumbs

In Front Seat of Car

helu at the Youth for Christ Clubhouse. Leila Jo Lamberts, sister
of the bride, was in charge of the
guest b(K»k and Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Spykerman assisted in the
gift room. Serving were the
Misses Sharon Jansen. Edna Jansen Evelyn Beyer, Lorraine Knoll

had nine for the

losers.

Story Hoar Children

Have Party

at Library

ZEELAND

Jay

Friday

D.

Dog Notes
by Peter Boggs
Hints On Feeding Dog*
Here are a few good rules which
should be remembered when feeding all puppies;

John Vlsser

John Vbser Takes
Post at Western
John Vlsser, dean of men at
Hope College, will become assis-

1. Feed often and little.About tant to the registrar at Western
Children from 3 to 12 years old
four times a day. Never feed Michigan College in Kalamazoo it
who take part in the two weekly
was announced Friday.
enough to distend the stomach.
story hours at Holland City LiVisser, 36, will assume his new
and Eva Meinsma.
2.
Place
a
dog’s
food
before
him
brary were entertainedat a ChristThe bride wore *a matching mas party last Saturday. Approxi- at approximatelythe same time post Feb. 1, 1957 and will be assisaqua sweater and skirt outfit, mately 125 youngsters gatheredin .each day and be sure you use tant to Clayton Maus. He will work
primarily with admissions.
black accessories and a gold coat the gaily decorated room for the clean pans or dishes.
A 1942 graduate of Hope Colwith a white rose corsage for a occasion.
3. Keep fresh water available at
lege, Visser joined the Hope faculwedding trip to Chicago. Mr. and
Librarian Hazel Hayes welcom- all times for a pup, but don't alMrs. Johnson,who are both em- ed the group. Merrie Dykema, low him to gorge himself with wa- ty in 1919 as an assistantprofessor of history. He also coached
ployed at Holland Racine Shoe fac- Linda Baas and Kathy Myaard ter.
the Hope basketball team for five
tory. are at home at 13Ui West were winners for attendance and
4. For the proper developmentyears, taking over in 1951. He re19th
i
received certificatespresented by of a pup's jaws, give him a hard
linquished the post last fall when
group leaders Mrs. Dorothy Hutch- knuckle bone to chew on at least
he was named dean of men to sucins and Miss Ardeane Koetsier. once a week.
Minneapolis Resident
Judy Van Ry presentedcertifi- 5. Do not feed a dog little scraps ceed Milton L. Hinga, who became
dean of students.
in
cates for her mother, Mrs. Jean- or tidbits between his regular meal
Dies in Grand Haven
Visser will receive his doctorette Van Ry, also a story hour hours.
ate from the State University of
attendant.
GRAND
(Special)
6. If you are feeding more than Iowa in February. He obtained
Godfrey William Holmes. 79, Minn- A program opened with the sing- one puppy, feed them separatelyso
M. A. from Iowa In 1917. From
eapolis. Minn., who had been visit- ing of "O Holy Night” by Ruth that the larger or stronger pups
1942 to 1916 he served In the Army
Ann
Alexander.
A
group
of
chiling relativesin Spring Lake, died
will not steal from the weaker.
as an infantry officer.
Ray Ritsema. Hope College
at Municipal Hospital Friday morn- dren, directed by Miss Betty WatThe Question Box
A Grand Rapids native, while a
freshman forward, is sixth in the
son,
sang
Christmas
Carols
in
Question: A friend claims he Hope student, was a member of
ing. He was admitted to the hospiMIAA scoring rare with 53 points,
tal Thursday morning. He was Spanish and another group under once owned a dog that had 12 pups Blue Key National Honor Society,
official MIAA leage statistics reborn in England Feb. 4. 1877 and the direction of Mrs. Alice Klom- in one litter. Is this possible?
senior class president and all •
vealed today.
D.Y.
came to this country at the age of parens sang Carols in German.
MIAA basketball center.
In the Spanish group were CarTeammate Paul Benes is right 3.
Aswner: Yes. Some dogs have
He was Michigan’srepresentaol Piers, JullanneRoosien. Judy had between 15 and 20 pups in one
behind with 52 points and another
He
is survived by three daughtive to the National Association of
Shirley
Den
Bleyker,
freshman Warren Vander Hill is
litter. A neighboroi mine had a
lOch with 39 tallies.The Hope fig- ters, two sons, all of Minnesota, a Joyce Geertman. Donna Morris, dog that gave birth to. 17 Snglish Intercollegiate Athletics during
1955-56.
ures are for three games.
brother and a sister in Ha/risvilie, Prudence Brown, Gloria Black- setters and they all lived.
Married, Visser has a family of
burn, Donita Den Uyl, Mary KarTom Newhof of Calvin is leading also 11 grandehildre:i.
three daughters. Betty Jean, 5;
afa, Paul Vander Wilt, Alice
How To Make Your
the scoring with 81 points in four
Mary Frances, 3 and Nancy Ann,
Jones. Elizabeth Fogerty, Phyllis
Dog Come To You
games and John Hannett of Albion,
2.
Garbrecht,
Carol
Jacobusse,
Larke
750
Attend
Open
House
Speaking
of
pups
reminds
me
last year's scoring champ, is secBeverwyck and Nancy De Pree. that there are may families
ond with 70 in three games. Ed
A total of 750 persons attended Singing German were David Goslthroughoutthe country that own Pre-New Year’s Party
Start of Calvin is third with 69; Open House at Hope College
ing, Marcia Jongsma, Tom Colts,
George Vivlamore of Albion, Thursday afternoon and evening. Peggy Todd, Mary Dobben, Carol dogs for the first time— these dogs
are mostly young pups that were Held at Grossman
fourth, © and George Carter of The new music buildingand Kollen
Hulst, Susan Eenigenberg,Patty given to them this past week as
Alma, fifth. 62.
Hall, new dormitory for men, were Bouwman, Billy Van Ark, Carl
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Grossman
Newhof is also rebounding lead- open for inspection by the public. Walters, Allan Bosch. Allan Van- Christmasgifts. It is reported that entertained for their son, Jim,
this Christmas season broke all
er with 43 and while Benes and Refreshmentswere served.
denberg. Sharon Van Tongeren, records in the giving of puppies Friday evening at a pre-New
RiLsema are tied for fourth with
Judy Van Eerden and Stephen as presents. Hence, as has been Year’s party at their home. 268
26 apiece. Don Koopman of Calvin
Penna. David Gosling led the en- my custom each year, the next West 24th St. A buffet dinner in
is second with 28 and Vivlamore
tire group in singing Carols in Enfew columns will be devoted to the recreation room preceded a
has 27.
glish and also sang "Silent Night.
hints
and suggestions for the new dance.
Henry Hughes, MIAA scoring
Christmas atories were told by dog owner, yet I hope you old dog
Special guests were Mr. and
leader two years ago. who only
Ruth Ann Van Dyke, Judy Jongs- owners will get a few helpful ideas Mrs. William Clark, instructor*
played eight games last season,
ma, Betsy Aardsma and Linda from my efforts.
for dancing classes held at the
has the best aVerage. The 6’4”
Cuperus.
Perhaps
the
most
‘ important Thomas Jefferson School.
senior has pumped 29 points in
Jim's guests were Carol Speet,
thing a dog should be taught is
one game or Adrian. He was the
to come when he is called. This Barbafa Plewes, Liz Meyer, Judy
Awards
Presented
at
MIAA’s most valuable player as
is the method I have used with Baker, Barbara Kouw. Judy Van
a sophomore.
Cub Christmas Party
many a pup: First, place the dog Liere, Rick Dunn, Jim Crozier,
MIAA Standings:
on a leash or rope about ten or Glenn Rummler, Bill Klungle and
L PF PA
QA member* of Pack 3049 and twenty feet in length. When the Buzz Becker.
Albion .... ..... 3 0 227 186
their families met last Friday
animal reaches the end, call his
Kalamazoo ..... 3 0 173 134
evening at Lakewood School for a name softly and tell him to come
Pre-Snow Ball Party
Alma ......
216
224
1
Christmasparty.
to you, at the same time gently
Calvin ....
277 292
2
Cubmaster K. B. Wright presen- pulling him toward you. Reward
Held at Home in City
Hope ......
2
223 210
ted arrow* to two cub* from Den him with a kind word when he
Adrian ....
83
1
86
1. David Underwoodand Kenny complies with your wishes or, betPatricia Brown and her escort,
Hillsdale . ..... 0 2
137 151
Wright each received one gold ter still, give him a small bit of Jack Ver Hulst, entertained at her
Olivet ....
2
113 1©
arrow and three silver arrows on food when he reaches your side. home, 50 West 15th St., before the
Lion badges. Achievement buttons After a few such lessons on the Snow Ball held at Civic Center
were presented to the Cubs for rope, he should come to you with- Wednesday evening.
Second of Set of Twins .
making decoration* for the Christ- out your having to pull him toward Guests were Jo Lee Hurlbut,
mas tree.
Dies in Zeeland Hospital
you.
Jack Van Tubergen, Margo
Carols were sung and gifts exIn training a dog in this or any Munro, Butch Meader, Louise
ZEELAND (Special)— The onechanged.The evening closed with other lesson, remember not to Marsilje. Bob Klaasen, Marilyn
day-old infant daughter of Mr. and
a lunch served by Mts. Anthony make the trainingsessionstoo Rocks, Dale Jones, Mary Dixon,
Miss Barbara De Weerd
Mrs. Pedro Gonzalez of 121 ColMichielson and Mrs. William long. Dogs, especiallypuppies,tire Jim Walker, Lois Hayworth,
lege Ave., Holland died at Zeeland
Miss Barbara De Weerd, a stu- Small.
easily. Best results are obtained Jacobusse, Dorothy La non, Ted
Community Hospital Friday after- dent at the White Cross Hospital
with frequent lessons of short dur- Van Zanden, Nancy Plewes
noon. She was the second of a set School of Nursing, Columbus, Ohio,
Are you having trouble finding ation.
Paul Scott.
of twins born Friday. The first one was elected president of the fresh- things for your - pre - school
died shortly after birth.
man class of the nursing school. youngsters to do during these, wet,
The most notable and best preSusan
Funeral services were held at She is the daughter of Mr. and blustery winter days? The Holland served prehistoric cliff dwellings $100 for
10 Saturday at St. Francis de Mrs. Elbert De Weerd of- Lima, Public Library has books on play in the United States are in Mesa States
Sales Church in Holland. Burial Ohio, who are former Holland resi- activities for bqys and girls of all Verde National park U south- half
was in Zeeland Cemetery.
dents.
western Colorado.
v

St.

Hope Players

HAVEN

-

Loop Scoring Race

Rowan.

Ottawa Oounty
Clare Towne, 24. and Jeanette
Wright, 20. both of Holland;
Maurice A. Sterzer, 19. route 2,
Grand Haven, and Loretta M.
Peel, 19, .Grand Haven; Glenn
Guerink, 22, route 1, Zeeland, and
Beatrice Jean Bouwman, 21, route
2, West Olive; James Leroy Cor^
Miss Moxine June Kievit
bett, 19, G r a n d H a v e n, and
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Kievit of Dorothy L. Gillish, 18, Muskegon;
164 Walnut Ave. announce the en- William H Sweers. Jr., 18, Lagagement of their daughter, ment, and LorraineWatkins,17,
Maxine June, to Jay J. Timmer, Grand Rapids.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Timmer
of 711 East Lincoln St., Zeeland.

Women

of the

Home

Class President

Moose

Have Christmas Meet
The Academy of Friendship committee of the Women of the Moose
held th.ir Christmas party and
meeting Wednesday evening at the
A Fennville man who was found home of Mrs. Clara Dykema.
unconscious along US-31 two miles
The business meeting was consouth of Holland Thursday night
ducted by chairman, Mrs. Marie
with/ a bump on his head was unBotsis. Minutes of the previous
able to explain what happened.
meeting were read and a report
Fred Ender, 22, route 2, Hamil- of the sales of the BirthdayCalton, told Allegan County deputies
endars, the current project, was
that he was hitchhikinghome from
given. A letter from Zola Kenney,
work in Holland about 6:30 p.m. Grand Recorder, at Mooseheart,
and the last thing he remembered was read by Mrs. Gladys Gordon,
was a truck passing him on the Senior Regent The letter comhighway.
mended the committee for the proMotorists found Ender and call- ject.
ed an ambulance which took him
The remainder of the evening
to Holland Hospital. The only apwas spent with a Christmas gift
parent injury was a bump on his
exchange and lunch was served by
head. He was held overnight for the hostess.Attending the meeting
observation.
were the Mesdames Maxine Den
Deputies said that Ender couldn't Uyl, Ruth Smith, Ruth Rummler,
Miss Lois Ann Walters’
remember anything. He was walk- Florine Berkey, Kay Miller. Marie
Arthur Walter* of route 6. Holing on the 'Shoulder of the road Botsis, Gladys Gordon and the
several feet from the highway.
land. announce* the engagement of
hostess.
Mrs. Kay Miller will be the host- his daughter,Loi* Ann, to Louis
Alexander the Great was born ess for the next meeting Jan. 30.
J. Holtgeerts,son of Mr. and Mr*.
in Macedonia,in Europe; he died
at Babylon,in Asia, and he was
Hie sweet pea originallycame Henry Holtgeerts of 578 East 24th
buried at Alexandria!in Africa. from Sicily.

Founjl Near

Mr. and Mrs. Charles G. Johnson

Wedding vows between Miss stone headpiece.She carried
even and Arlyn Lanting with 12
June Marilyn Lamberts and white Bible with white roses. Her
each, Jack Bouwman. Ron WindeCharles G. Johnson were solem- attendant wore a blue velvet balmuller, Ben Bonzelaarwith four
nized by the Rev. Roscow Kent lerina-length gown and carried
each and Bob K&penga with three.
in Berean Church Nov. 29. The yellow mums.
De Meester and Vanden Berg each
double ring ceremony was per- A reception for 55 guests was

V

Mr. ond Mrs. Jom« E. Wojohn

(Special) - Gordon
Fris, 37, of 310 Wist Main
Ave., was found dead in the front
seat of his car in hi* locked
garage
Dr.
C.
Bloomendaal. medical examiner,
ruled death was caused by monoxide poisoning. One end of a
garden hose was attached to the
car's exhause pipe and the other
14.
Showing more drive and speed end was found in the front seat of
in the second half, the locals be- the car. Fris was employed at the
gan to click and seized the lead Baker Furniture Co. in HoUand.
almost immediately. They continSurviving are the wife, Iris; two
ued to up the count and by the end sons, Philip and Derek, his mother,
of the third period were leading Mrs. Rose Fris, of Zeeland;two
33-28. They scored another 19 brothers, Lambertus of Zeeland
points in the last period to win and Raymond of WhitehaU; three
going away.
sisters, Mrs. Geneva Sohuitemaof
Balanced scoring helped the Lansing, Mrs. Doris Woltman of
Dutch cause with Jim Hulst lead- Holland and Miss , Virginia Fris of
ing with 13, followed by Vern Wed- Zeeland.

tions.

Engaged
Unconscious

Thursday night. It was Holland’s
fifth win of the season against two
defeats, both by two points.
The Hollandersdefinitelywere
not sharp in the first half as they
permitted the losers to hold the
upper hand most of the time. At
one stage in the first half, the
Dutch trailed by a 17-10 count. At
halftime the Dutch still trailed17-

penalty clause.
Named as defendants were the
Grand Rapids Buildingand Construction Trades Council (AFLr
CiO) and affiliated labor organiza-

Allegan School OHicers

wedding

Maroons

Johnson-Lamberts Rites Read

Marriage Licenses

FG FT PF TP
.

couple of importantrebounds
grabbed off by Holland prevented
any further St. Joe scoring.
Ron Dorfcelo, a rugged board
man, grabbed 16 defensive and 11
offensiverebounds for HoUand and
picked up 12 points to tie Ted
Walters for high point honors.
Other Holland scorers were: Hub
Harrington, 7; Jim Van Putten, 2;
Jim Overeek, 7; Bob Chambers, 4
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Von Faasen
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Van Faasen Faasen and Brian, Miss Laura and Dave Wehrmeyer. 2.
entertained a group of relatives at Steggerda, Miss Martha Smith, ,Pelyer had 11 for St. Joe. The
a dinner at Van Raalte’s in. Zee- Mr^anrLMrs.Herman Van Faasen, Bears made 11 out of 22 free

HAVEN

8t. Joaeph (97)
Engler, f ........

Holland against one loss, the twopointer to Muskegon Heights.
The Dutch jumped right off in
the first' quarter and held a 17-4
lead. But St. Joe came back strong
in the second period and outscored
the winners 16-7 to make the halftime count, 24-20.
The contest stayed fairly close
from then on in with Holland having a 36-28 third quarter advantage. The Bears pulled within
three points of the Dutch 44-41, in
the last couple of minutes but a

Zeeland Picketmg

Mr. Reed. A June

Hilbink. ........ . 3 10
Overway, f ....... .
3
Aye, c ............

Game

land Friday evening in celebration
and Mrs. ^Nick Rowan, Mr. throws.
of their 50th wedding anniversary. and Mrs. Ed Faasen of Grand
Attending were the honored R/ipids, Mr. and Mrs. Jim Faasen
guests,
Mr. and Mrs. Jay Van
GRAND
(Special)
oi Ionia . Special music was proCircuit Judge Raymond L. Smith Faasen, Karen and Paul. Mr. and
Thursday afternoon issued a tem- Mrs. William Boylon. Nancy, Sue vided by Mr. and Mrs. Len Eiporary injunction in the case of and Sally, Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Van lander.
for
picketing at the new junior high
school currentlyunder construction
in Zeeland.
GRAND RAPIDS (Spcernl) - A
Suit was opened in the court
38-pointsecond half scoring flurry
Thursday by Bert Johnson of
by the HoUand Qtristian Little
Grand Rapids which holds the
Maroons enabled them to take a
building contract for the Zeeland
52-36 decision from' the Grand
Board of Education. The contract
Rapids Christianreserves, here

were off.
Except for the Bears' shooting,
one other little rally in the third

Holland (65)

Ends

Wojahn

Holland High's reaerve basketteam put together a triple
combination of good field goal
shooting, 24 out of 34 free tosses
and strong reoundingto slap the
SL Joaeph seconds, 46-41 Thursday night in Civic Center.
The victory was the third for

Miss Kathryn Brink

Injunction

Daisy ParkerWedto James

ball

tive in societies.

Then Dave Dase, a 6’1" junior
took over in the third period and
sank seven baskets to advance the
score 63-45 at the third period’s
close. Most of these came on easy
looking layups.
Coach Ray Haack then took his
first string out and got even better results from his reserves.
These lads tallied 34 points in the
last quarter, with Kent Miller getMiss Ruth Ann Reus
ting 13.
Mr.
and Mrs. Alvin Reus, 481
In the fourth quarter the Bears
West 19th St., are announcing the
hit 11 baskets out of 18 shots,
engagement of their daughter,
or 61 percent. After hitting on only
Ruth Ann, to William Rhoda, son
five out of 21 in the first quarter,
of Mr. and Mrs. Albert Rhoda,
the Bears had 11 for 25 in the
second quarter and 12 for 23 in 563 College Ave.
the third period. This gave them
a game total of 39 out of 87 for
44.8 per cent.
TTie Dutch jumped out to a 6-0
lead at the outset, but the Bears
tied the count 8-8 at 3:16 of the
first quarter.
The game was tied four more
times in the first period including the 16-all mark at the end.
Holland made its final "offensive” push early in the second
period and went ahead 24-23 with
4:33 to go. But Harness retaliated with a basket and the Bears

quarter was the only excitement
for Holland. At the midway point
in the third quarter 10 points were
scored in 45 seconds and Dutch
got four of them.
Before Dase and Harness retired they managed to pick up 26
and 21 points respectively.
Holland, after hitting six for 13
in the first quarter, fell to only
four out of 13 in the second quarter. Seven out of 17 were made in
the third quarter but then only
four swished in 15 chances in the
final period. This gave the Dutch
21 out of 58 for 35 per cent.
Dave Hilbink was high point
man for Holland for the fourth
straight week with 16 points.He
got 10 of his points on free throws.

4*t%
mm

where

After a 16-all first quarter tie.
St Joe got progressively better

eight minutes.

Vin Hurd

Zeeland.

Surviving are one daughter,
Mrs. George (Betty) Howard of
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Brink of Lansing, two sons, M. Notier
scoring record of 83 set last week
East Saugatuck announce the en- Vander •> Meulen of Lansing and
at Grand Haven.
gagement of their daughter, Jacob C. Vander Meulen of CroFor their own part, Holland Kathryn, to Pate Van Drunen, son ton - on - Hudson, N. Y.; four
scored © points, their best effort of Mr. and Mrs. Lucas Van
grandchildrenand seven great
to date by 16 points,but it was Drunen, 297 Lincoln Ave.
grandchildren; one brother, Peter
also the worst trouncing of the
Notier and two sisters, Mrs. A. E.
four games. Muskegon Heights
Rigterink of Berrien Center and
beat the Dutch by 28 points on
Mrs. John VerSchure of Holland.
Dec. 14.

with 22 points in the second, 25
in the third and 34 in the final

Holland Reserves

Mrs. Vender Meulen has lived for
about 40 years. She served as attendance officer for the Holland
Public Schools for maqy years.
She attended Third Reformed
Church where she had been ac-.

Twb years ago, Muskegon
heights tallied 95 against the
Dutch on the Tiger court. At Civic
Center the best effort had been
by Kalamazoo Central, also two
years ago, when the Giants rackown

1*37

Mrs. Vander Meulen was bortf
in Holland and after her marriage
to Rev. Vander Meulen lived in
places where he had charges. After his illness and retirement, the
couple

their

3,

81

Mrs. Nellie Vander Meulen. 81,
widow of the late Rev. John Vander Meulen who made her home
at Resthaven died Friday morning at .Park View Convalescent

fans.

ed up 83 points.
The Bears eclipsed
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Ring out the old Ring in the
New! Happy New Year one and
all from the employes of The Holland Evening Sentinel and the Holland City News. Now that we have

we ask that
you try and be careful over the

that said once again

Endeavor

Holland fire department to residences, 11 to cars, 10 facits biggest year in history, tory blazes, seven in garages,
receiving a total of 132 alarms, three starting in stoves. 47 rubaccording to year-end figurescom- bish and waste fires and 13 mispiled Monday by Chief Andrew cellaneous.

6

PhU. 4:4-7; Epb. 6:17,18.
by Darrell Franken
To the Leader: When you open
your bedroom window what happens? Fresh air enters. You do
this to stay healthy.But how often
do you open the windows of your
soul? Once a week. . .on Sunday
monring? If we only opened a
house once a week, it would get
pretty stuffy. How stuffy is your

tian Education, National Council of

A*

the Churches of C h r i s t in the
U. S.A. and used b£ permission.)
During the first quarter of the
year we will study the Gospel of
St. Matthew. It is instructive to
soul?
study one book of the Bible for
some time. This helps us to unThe purpose of this topic is to
derstand the book better and get
get us to open the windows of our
information regarding its contents.
soul to God many times a week.
I. Matthew had a purpose in
Here are three areas for the leadmind in writing fills book. First
er to consider.
let us note the author and then
Where Windows Are Opened
his book. Matthew once was a
L In Public Worship people
Miss RosemaryTubergan
publican,engaged in the hated busmost often find the window open.
iness of collectingtaxes for the Mr. and Mrs. Robert Eyles, route There, among people like themhated Romans. He became a dis- 2, Holland, announce the engage- selves they become receptive to
ciple of Jesus who summoned him ment of their niece, Rosemary the voice of God. Through song,
to leave his business and then he Tubergan. to Virgil Dale Busicher, prayer, scripture reading and
became an apostle,a member of son of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bu*- preachingGod enters and makes
an imprint upon the listener.
the Twelve and finallya writer. scher, route J, Zeeland.
2. At the Family Altar God alHe wrote with the purpose in mind
so makes himself known. This winto portray Jesus as the Messiah
dow into our souls is not opened in
whom God had promised to send.
some families.Prayers are not ofMatthew refers a number of times
fered. The Bible is not read. They
to the fulfillment of the Old TestaMiss Virginia Dionise.student at
are either too much in a hurry
ment promises.
Michigan State University, it
The gospel of Matthew was writ- spending her vacationwith her or too scared to do somethingthey
ten about the year 70 A.D. At that parents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Dio- haven't done before.
3. Trhough Personal Devotions
time the epistles of Paul were al- nise.
the window can be opened the widready written. Mark wrote before
Mr. and Mrs. Ross Clark and est. But "haste" and "sleepiness”
Matthew. The four gospels in the
children of Prospect Park, HI., often cleverly keep that window
New Testament all contain some
are spending several days with his shut. How would you combat these
distinctivefeatures. Matthew did
mother, Mrs. Lena Clark on Cen- two?
not arrange his material chronolotral Ave.
How Windows Are Opened
gically but according to subject
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Kalraink 1. Through Bible Reading: No
matter. He grouped his material.
The sayings of Jesus, the miracles and children of Muskegon have one can see God without His revelof Jesus, the parables of Jesus, moved to their home at Legion ation to us. This revelation is dethe denunciations of Jesus are all Park Dr. which they recently pur- clared in the Bible. Therefore, in
grouped together more or less. The chased. Mr. Kalmink is connected reading this revelation the wingospel portrays Jesus as the Mes- with the Dekker Jewelry store in dows of our souls are opened to
eternal truths.
siah of the Jews and it points out Zeeland.
2. Through Meditation: Reading
how Jesus fulfilled Old Testament Mr. and Mrs. Dan Lirones and

Zeeland

Messianic prophecies.Matthew records the virgin birth of Jesus
1957 and find that the loss of life giving us the story from the stand
has been reduced. The mounting point of Joseph.
n. Matthew only gives us the
figures over Christmas certainly
ahotdd put the fear of God into story of the wise .men. There are
all of us to adopt some kind of other events which only Matthew
a New Year's resolutionconcern- tells. TTie Christmas season has
ing the automobile and transpor- just passed and we read again the
tation accidents as well as all of story of the wise men, hence it is
the other dangers that are ever familiar to our ears. When Jesus
was born in Bethlehem—the name
with us.
There are a great many people means, "house of bread” Herod—
who hope for peace and a better wrongly called "The Great”— ruled
yar in 1957. We have many op- Palestine. He was a puppet king
portunities in our country. Along under the Romans who ruled with
with all of these opportunitiesgo cruelty and cunning. He had three
many responsibilities for all of us. of his sons killed and his wife MarOur present privilegeof living on ianne, the only wx>man he ever
this earth should bring the reali- loved.
We do not know anything about
zation that there are many, many
the wise men who came to Jerproblems.
Using some of our idle time may usalem at the time of the birth of
be the way to solve some of these Jesus and asked about the newproblems.This could at least be born king. They disturbed Herod
one of our good new year resolu- and all Jerusalem. How many wise
tions. If we would all use some men came is not recorded, because
of our leisure time to become they presented three gifts it is asmre familiar with our fast mov- sumed by many that there were
ing way of life, we might find three. They were Gentiles, from
the east, and they came seeking
some of the answers.
It has been said that we can th Jewish Messiah. Herod sumall have more than enough leisure. moned the chief priests and the
There are many retired people scribes and asked them about the
who are finding the leisure does place where the Christ was to be
not make for contentmentNeither bom and they told him that in
does it produce. With our educa- Micah 5:2, it is stated that he
tion and science and many other would be bom in Bethlehem and
of advancementthere there found the babe and worshipshould be enough retired great ped him and presented him wjth
minds that could work out the an- valuable gifts.
The wise men had been told by
swers to our problems.
This program could start on a Herod to return to him and report
local level all over our great coun- so that he too might worship but
try. We are fast using up our na- the wise men were warned by God
tural resources as well as our not to returr. to the king and they
labor supply. The world problems returned by another way. When

tag weekend. It would be a Cine
feeling if we could all wake up in

forms

Mr. and Mrs. Earl Moerdyke

difficult to

relatives.

Expansion of

ble.

Area

in r56

to the dry summer which was BoUmis, chief qf the No. 1 station
indirectlyresponsible for 49 grass on the south side and Hermar
fires, he pointed out.
Windemuller,chief of the No. 2
A total of 93 alarms, only one of station on the north side.
which was false, were answered Bolhuia' departmentanswered 11

Klomparens.
Estimated losses for all fires by the township equipment com- alarms during the year. Damages
Two fires which could be placed was computed at 319,225on build- pared with 57 runs in 1955.
were estimated at 39,250. the bulk
in the "spectacular”class, HolBuildingfires showed the big- of which was caused by an 38.00C
ings
and
313,563
on
their
contents.
land High School and the Fifth
gest jump for the year, with 31 blaze at Jesiek's shipyard at MacaFor 1957 Klomparens was con- calls received. Last year just 18
Wheel restaurant, account for the
tawa Park.
major part of the fire damage in cerned with education of the peo- runs were recorded to buildings.
He said the Jesiek’sfire brought
the city. The school fire in Octo- ple in fire safety on their own
Most spectacular and costly the year’s total to a greater sum
part
in
addition
to
hazards
that
ber which destroyed a large
of the year were the almost back- than 1955, although not as many
amount of the footballequipment, are discovered in routine fire in- to-back blazes in November and
calls were received. Six grass
was estimated at 33,000 and total spection tours.
December at Fred’s Car Lot and fires, three house fires and a car
Because of the distance from the Wooden Shoe factory and resloss resultingfrom the restaurant
fire comprised the remainder of
fire in August came to more than the two city fire stations to some taurant.
the calls.
parts
of
the
city,
there
is
a
pos314,000.
Classificationof the emergency
On the north side. Windemuller
Sore spot for the year, as far sibilitythat some sort of study
work done by the 39 volunteer said 34 calls, 16 less than In 1955,
as Klomparens was concerned, may be made concerning a third
was a record total of 12 false fire house somewhere in the members of the departmentshows were received.Of these 21 were
five car fires, three dump blazes, grass fires and 10 were house
alarms. Klomparens was especial- southwesternpart of the city,
two power line fires and a semi fires.
ly iriced by fills and pointed out Klomparens said.
trailer and a gas main in addition
once again that a standing reward
Although the number of calls
to the building and grass fires.
Fire alarms in Holland township
of 3100 is furnished by the city
was down, the loss estimate skyfor information leading to the ar- for 1956 showed an increase of 32
rocketed from 3345 to 39,165, mainFire loss in Park township for
rest and conviction of those re- over the 1955 total, fire marshal
ly due to a 35,000 blaze which de1956
came
to
318,415.
according
to
Andrew Westenbroek revealed tosponsible for false alarms.
stroyed 15 acres of evergreen
Breakdown of the calls finds 34 day. A large part of the jump was estimates reported today by Gerald trees.

\

First

VlntM Hungarian Mail

Ho ApiLai

New Year

Admitted to Holland Hospital
Monday were Kent Hopkins. 83^'
West 19th St.; Henry De Vechte,

BabylsaBoy

Service

200 Attend

New

Resumed

A

HHS

Lance

Year

highly successful party was

Knapp,
West 13th St.; Donald Zoerhof.
route 5, Gwendolyn Schipper, 920

24 South River Ave.; Peter

First babies born on New Year's
Day are always news and Holland
is no exception. I3ne boy and three
girls share the honors at Holland
Hospital.

Richard Dean, weighing 7
pounds. 15 ounces, arrived at 7:25

is also recorded at the hospital.

A

held on New Year’s Eve for high
Mail service with Hungary has school studentsat the Holland High
been resumed, accordingto offi- School gym with about 200 attendLincoln Ave.
cial wqrd received in Holland Moning during the course of the evenDischarged Monday were Mrs.
Jason G o o d y k e and baby. 344 day by Postmaster Harry Kram- ing. The theme "Happy 1957" was
Hoover Blvd.; Mrs. Carl Petroelje er. The order was dated Dec. 28, carried out effectivelyby the use
and baby, route 1, West Olive; in Washington,D. C.
of white and silver ornaments and
Mrs. Joe Bekins, route 2; Donald
Beginning with the opening of
Zoerhof, route 5; Gwendolyn Schip- business Jan. 2, there no longer blue lights.
By a vote of those present the
per, 920 Lincoln Ave.
will be a five-centfee for parcel
Admitted Tuesday were Cornel- post insurance. The minimum will couple of 1957 was selected.Miss
ius Koeman. 35 West 19th St.; be 10 cents which will cover Judy Maatman and Tom Aye were
presented with a matched shirt
Sadie Zuidema, 143 East 17th St.; values up to 310.
Harold Sterenberg, route 6; Mrs.
Bulk prices on stamped envel- and blouse set.
A1 Kruiswyk’sorchestra of colFrancis Lancy, 593 Bay Ave.; Jack opes will be increased also as of
Van Kampen, 133 East 22nd St.; Jan. 2. The increase will be 18 lege and high school musicians proMrs. Amos Earl, 2054 Lakeway, percent on the cost of the en- vided the music for dancing. Punch
Jenison Park; Mrs. William Vis- velope. The cost of postage will and cookies were served.
Miss Hannah parkyn was chaperser, 228 West 16th SL
remain the same. Any purchase
one. Others attending included Mr.
Discharged Tuesday were Mrs. of less than 50 envelopes will be
and Mrs. Walter Scott, Mr. and
William Steketee, 663 Columbia four cents each for the three-cent
Mrs.
Edward Donivan and Mr.
Ave.; Mrs. Hubert Weaver and envelope.
and Mrs. Victor Ambellas.
baby, 742 Lombardy Dr.; Mrs.
The dance Monday night was the
Norman Taylor and baby, 512 Cm Cracks Tree
second Jo be held. The first one
West 20th St.; Mrs. Gerrit VisZEELAND (Special)
Only in 1955 was held in the Literary
scher and baby, 359*4 River Ave.;
one accident marred the holiday Club, but the space proved inMrs. Roger Qirispelland baby,
weekend in the City of Zeeland. adequate. The gym of Holland High
460 Lake Shore Dr.; Mrs. Ronald
William Stille, 20, of 135 Spruce School served the purpose better,
Brown and baby, 100 Glendale
Ave., Holland, caused damage es- accordingto Mrs. Ambellas.The
Ave.; Scott Alan Kimber, 270 East
timated at 3200 to his 1953 model Girls Athletic Association and the
11th St.; Steven Breuker, 122 East
car New Year’s Eve when he Varsity "H” club sponsored the
15th St.; Mrs. Lena Kamper. route
drove it into a tree at the corner dance.
4; Ernest Bedell,221 West 16th St.
of Main and Division Sts. tfe told
police he was driving west on
Books on parliamentarypracThere is about twice as much
Main St. when he lost control of tice and the art of running a club
nickle in the earth’s crust as the car. He was Issued a ticket
meeting smoothly are available at
copper, zinc and lead combined. for improper control, police said. the Holland Public library.
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Giant S. S. Uitlttd Statet holds Bint Ribbon for North
J days, 10 hours, 40 minutes.

Atlantic crossing—record time:

resoMrs. Isaac Van Dyke Is spendyear.
ing the holidays with relativesin Thus, after they have written out
Detroit.
their resolutions, suggest that they
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Carter of take them home and use them as
London Ontario and Mr. and Mrs. a book mark for their Bible. This
William Bee of Japan and, Miss will call the resolutionto their atDorothy Bee of London are holi- tention when they have their deday guests at the home of the votional time.
Rev. and Mrs. Harold Englund.
2. Decide (with the consent of
The Rev. and Mrs. Herm Jans- the group) to order daily devotionsen and family of Saginaw, the al guides to be used by each memRev. and Mrs. William Janssen ber of your society. By doing this
and family of Normal, Dl., the you (the leader) will be helping
Rev. and Mrs. Virgil Janssen and young people to Open Their Winfamily of Palmyra and the Rev. dows to God.
and Mrs. John Zeeuw of Bay City
visited this week with their mother Mrs. Lena Janssen and other

Nelva Ter Haar, students at Western Michigan College, are spending their vacation at their respective homes.

years to be killed. His anger and
cruel order was all in vain. Joseph
and Mary and the child had already gone to Egypt where the
family remained until the death of
Herod.
Right from the beginning of the
life of Jesus he was opposed. The
conflict between the Herods and
Jesus is still going on. The Herods have already been defeated,
time to get themselvesin trou- althou^i they do not know it

in

due

remember these
lutions every day of the

babes in Bethlehem under two

cannot, in our opinion, continue to let our neighbors across
the seas place their hand in our
pockets and help themselves.
Make a New Year’s resolution
to write our elected officials, both
local, state and national and tell
them your ideas. We are all part
of our great country and government. There is plenty for everyone to do. Busy people do not have

The

had

ty turns the latch that unlocks the

Central Ave.

Jack Van Eden. Dale Faber,
Tom Bos, Sherwin Broersema and

We

Greater

baby girl; Shardale Kay arrived
and son, Bob of Chicago spent the window. Once this takes place the late Monday evening as a welsunshine of God’s love and the
weekend and Christmasday with
fresh air of his truth can refresh come present to her parents. Mr.
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. P. T.
and Mrs. Henry Wentzel, 167 West
and renew our weak spirits.
Moerdyke.
40th St.
Practical Application
Supt. and Mrs. Oliver De Jonge
In order that your listenerswill
of Ludington, Prof, and Mrs. MarElectric storms occur about
profit by what. you said, suggest
vin De Jonge of La Fayette, Ind.,
or carry out the suggestions which once in 10 years at the North and
Dr. and Mrs. Bud De Jonge of are listed below.
South Poles.
Ann Arbor, Mr. and Mrs. 'Bert 1. Hand out small cards (postWeening and daughterof Detroit card size) and pencils. Then tell
and Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Peterson your audience that this is the first
of Maryland spent the holidays at
Sunday of the year and naturally
the home of Mrs. Nellie De Jonge they will want to make some resand Miss Mabel De Jonge on East olutions.Now, we know that it is

are great Russia, according to the Herod discoveredthat they had
news, seems to be running into disobeyed him. he ordered all the

some of her own problems.

Fires,

a.m. Tuesday to Mr. and Mrs.
David Moore of 48 East Sixth St.,
to be the first born here in 1957.
He was the only boy in the lot.
A littlegirl with a most unusual
name, Lieselotte Yasmine, was
the second arrival at 10:44 a.m.
She weighed 7 pounds. 9}i ounces.
Her parents are Mr. and Mrs.
Alexander Jakutis, 54 East 14th
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Dickman of God's revelationis good, but
St.
sometimes
this
act
does
not
open
Ann Arbor are spending their holiStephany Alice was born at 8:45
our
souls
to
God.
The
covering
is
day vacationwith their parents.
too hard. Therefore,Thoughtful p.m. to Mr. and Mrs. Gordon CodMr. and Mrs. Hilmer Dickman.
ing. 355 Felch St. Stephany weighMr. and Mrs. Robert Danhof And Meditatioh must plow the soil
ed 7 pounds, 5 ounces.
children of Muskegon visited his where the eternal truths are to be
At 9:40 p.m., Joyce Ann, weighplanted.
Without
this
some
truths
parents and other relatives in Zeeing 7 pounds, 12 ounces was born
are
unable
to
penetrate
the
souls
land the past week.
to Mr. and Mrs. William OsterMr. and Mrs. John Me Callum hard surface.
baan of route 4.
3.
Through
Prayer:
God
opens
and daughters of Chicago are
Not to be outdone by the first
spending the holidays with their the windows of our souls through arrival,the last baby born in 1956
prayer. When we pray, this activiparents.

Damage

More

Open Your Windows To God

Matthew 2:1-12
by C. P. Dame
(Based on copyrighted outlines
produced by the Division of Chris-

1957

Christian

Sunday, January

Sunday, January 6

The Gospel of Matthew
Wise Men Seek Jesus

3,

Cemetery Denied

The Holland Township Appeal
Dr. and Mrs. Bernard Ozinga Board has denied the application
and family of Denver. Colo., are of the Restlawn Memorial Garvisitingrelatives in Zeeland and dens Association for expandingits
cemetery. It was the third time
vicinity.
A meeting of the Midwest Hos- the board considered the expanpital AdministratorsCouncil of sion which involves a 10-acre
Michigan was held in Zeeland tract at the rear of the cemetery
CommunityHospital last Wednes- which would come within 208 feet
day. Director Robert Loetz of the of WoodbridgeSt with an entrance
on Woodbridge.
local hospital said that 18 adminThe application was filed last
were present from Grand
Haven, Grand Rapids, Greenville, July and hearings were held July
Ionia, Ludington, Hart. St. Johns, 21, July 26, Sept. 8, Sept. 22 and
Muskegon, Fremont and Douglas. Dec. 8. The board heard testimony
They were served dinner at the from surrounding property owners,
istrators

Holland Sets

New

WoodlotsNeed

Now

hospital following which they sanitarians, realtors and persons
made a tour of the new J350.000 intereated in developments.
institution
opened six Among other factors, the board deThis is the time of year that
cided the proposeduse would be
months
ago.
For the second straight year Hol- farmers generally get into the
inconsistentwith the character of
Miss
Connie
Miller,
student
at
land finished 1956 without a single woods to cut a few logs to have
the district and the proposed use
sawed for gate lumber. In con- University of Missouri, is spend- would be detrimental to the gentraffic fatality.
ing her holiday vacation at the
Police Chief Jacob Van Hoff said trast to the woodlots where we can
home of her parents. Mr. and eral welfare. The board felt there
today that local motorist*are to be cut logs, we now have plantations
Mrs. Howard Miller on Lawrence might be a possible health hazcongratulatedfor their carefuldriv- of pines where it is possible to
ard, that the development would
get poles or fence posts, accord- Ave.
ing during the past 12 months.
interfere with the logical street
The
employes
of
the
Herman
Although the number of accidents ing to Richard Machiele, Ottawa
and sidewalk layout, would be disMiller
Furniture
Co.
enjoyed
in 1956 increased by two to 177 County Agricultural agent.
holiday supper and party at Van tastefulto nearby residents, and
Many pf these stands have been
over the previous year the number
that it would have a material admore or less forgotten since they Raalte’s the past week. Con Boeve verse effect on property values.
of persons injured was down.
was
master
of
ceremonies
and
Van Hoff said this was also an were planted. They have now
the program consisted of singing The present management puroutstanding record in view of the reached the point where they need
of Christmas carols,trumpet solo chased the originalRestlawn cemlarger number of automobiles on some attentionif they are to proetery property from the Holland
duce high quality lumber. To get by Dick Ruck, Christmas read- Memorial Park in August, 1953. A
Holland streets.
ings by Ray Schaap, a reading,
Part of the credit for the safety knot free lumber it is necessary
"The Legend of the Organ Grind- hearing was held in October,
record goes to the police depart- that the stem of the tree be clearer" by Mrs. Bern Vander Kooi. 1964, on cemetery expansion and
ment for their increased patrol and ed of its branches. In nature this
D. J. De Pree closed with prayer. the appeal board denied the prothe use of radar which cut down process is slow and in some cases
All retired employes of the com- posed use Oct 21, 1964, In July,
is never accomplished.This respeed.
1966, the cemetery association filOttawa County also set a new sults in a greater amount of low pany were given special recogni- ed applicationfor uses of both the
tion by D. C. De Pree. The emsafety record with 21 fatalities quality lumber when the tree is
ployes had their choice of accept propertyinvolved and a strip of
counted against 29 for 1934 and cut.
ing a gift of 325 in cash or choos- land on the southwestaide. The
Property owners are encouraged
1955.
from a large assortmentof hearing was held Jan. 18, 1956,
Van Hoff and Sheriff Gerald to select crop trees jn these planta ing
electrical appliances such as toast- and the proposed use was denied.
Vanderbeek urged motorists to tion stands and prune them to
The association sought a court
ers, clocks, perculaton, cameras
keep up the good record in 1957 about one-halftheir height In that
order in Circuit Court to compel
and radios.
and warned that the next few there is no immediate return
the appeal board to grant requestmonths of winter will make driv- from this work the federal governed use, but on the second day of
ment will pay up to 75 percent of Four Pay Fines
ing hazardous.
the trial held June 19 and 20,
the cost of the operation. Anyone
GRAND HAVEN (Special) Judge Raymond L. Smith dismisswho has a plantation,and desires
Jacob Visscher, 88, Dies to see it produce quality lumber, Allen Lewis Goodin, 24, West ed the bill of complainton moOlive, paid 325 fine and 34.30 coats tion of the petitioner. The present
At Allegan Health Center should investigate the possibility in Justice Lawrence De Witt’s order is the result of the aseociaof receiving
court Monday on a charge of tion’s application based on revisJacob Visscher, 88, of 371 West through their local AGP committee. drinking beer on a highway.Ako ed plans filed after the Circuit
18th St, died Monday afternoon at If they qualify, the assistance of fined by De Witt on Monday were Court case.
Allegan Health Center following a the district Forester is available three 20 - year - old Muskegon
Appeal board members are Walshort illness.
to help with the selectionof the youths,
Hendriksen, ter Vander Haar, chairman.
He is survived by three daugh- crop trees and other assistance in Donald J. Ames and John Joseph George Lemmen, secretory, and
ters, Mrs. Joe Streeter and Mrs. the question.
Knill, who each paid 320 fine and John Maat
A1 Gullet,both of Rock Island.Dl.,
34.30 costs on disorderly conduct
and Mrs. Martin Ktanparensof
Philadelphiabecame the first charges. All were arrested by
Magellan’* journey around the
Holland; one son, Clarence city in the United States to ob- sheriff's officers Dec. 30 at a ta- world began in 1619 and took 1,093
Pluimers of Holland.
serve Flag Day.
vern in Crockery township.
days.

Attention

Safety Record

which

It takes a giant ship to bring the old

and new

worlds together. It takcs*a giant to bring producti

and prospects together,too. That giant is the newspaper, reaching into every city, every day.
Because the newspaperconveys

all

the news from

around the world— and particularlyfrom around
the corner— readers are buying

more newspapers

than ever — more than 56,000,000 copies daily I

Because Americans read the newspaper for newa
of products, too, advertisersare buying

papers than ever. Last year,
a record $3,087,800,000 in

more than was spent
outdoor combined

all

advertisersinvested

newspaper

in radio, TV,

more news-

advertising—

magazines and

\v

•
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«

Today, everyone— retailer, wholesaler,

distrib-

utor and manufacturer—needs a giant to bring his
products and prospects together.The newspaperwill

do the job economically, consistently,quickly.
All busimss is local ...

and

so
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all fttwspopon.

-

reimbursement
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Holland Had 70.8 Inches

Council

During1956

Of Snow

Okays

Couple

Wed

at Seminary

Chapel

Water Service

Holland had 70.8 inches of snow
during 1956, accordingto figures

Hamilton

For Boat Plants

compiled by Charles Steketee, official weather observer for HolMr. and Mrs. Henry Dreuten reland. His records also revealed
ceived word last week of the birth
that the total precipitationfor the of a grand daughter, Karen Lynn,
bom to Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
year was 26.57 inches.
As for the snowfall, only 8.2 Immink at the Chaoute Air Field
inches fell during the month of Hospital in Illinois. The paternal
December, compared with consi- grandparentsare Mr. and Mrs.
derably heavier amounts in other Harvey Immink, also of the, HamDecembers. The snowfall measur- ilton area.
ed 17.6 inches in 1955, 19.9 inches Last Tuesday, Christmas Day
in 1954, 18.3 inches in 1953 and morning an inspiring service was
17.6 inches in 1952. The snowfall held at the Hamilton Reformed
in November amounted to 8.6 inch- Church, the first half of the proes. There was no snow in October, gram being presented by the Chilso the total snowfall so far this dren’s Department of the Sunday
School and the last part by the
season amounts to 16.8 inches.
Greatest depth on the ground Adult group, enacting “The Manwas 3 inches, compared with 8 ger Scene in Word and Music"
inches in 1955, 4 inches in 1954, with a large group participating
5 inches in 1953 and 8 inches in throughout the service.
Mr. and Mrs Edward Miskotten,
1952. Greatest amount of snow in
a 24-hour period was 3.8 inches, Sr. are enjoying as a holiday visicompared with 4.5 inches in 1955, tor in their home, their son, Ed5 inches in 1954, 4.5 inches in 1953 ward, Jr., who is in trainingat an
Air Base in Memphis, Tenn. He
and 7.5 inches in 1952.
Precipitation amounted to 1.45 expected to report for duty during
inches which is .88 inch under nor-' this week upon completion of his
mal. In other years, precipitationfurlough.
was 1.29 inches in 1955, 2.59 inches Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hall and
in 1954 , 2.03 inches in 1953 and children,Bruce and Mary of Ben2.72 inches in 1952. Precipitation ton Harbor spent a couple of days
fell on 15 days, compared with swith Mrs. Hall's parents, Mr. and
13 days in 1955. 18 days in 19W, Mrs. Harry J. Lampen.
13 days in 1953 and 16 days in
Local school activities were ex1952.
pected to be resumed on WednesAverage temperaturein Decem- day of this week, following a holiber was 33.6 degrees or 4.2 de- day recess from Dec. 24 to Jan. 2.
grees above normal. Other aver- Gary Aaldering
elected
ages were 27.2 in 1955. 30.8 in as vice president of the consistory
1954 , 34.2 in 1953 and 33 in 1952. of the local Christian Reformed
Maximum was 55 (Dec. 5) com- church at a recent meeting sucpard with 44 in 1955, 44 in 1954, ceeding John Nyboer whose term
56 in 1953 and 57 in 1952. Minimum of office had expired. Committees
was 3 degrees (Dec. 13) com- were appointed for the various
pared with 11 in 1955, 13 in 1954, tasks of the church during the
13 in 1953 and 11 in 1952.
coming year and catechism and
Average maximum was 38.5, Young People’s group were to recompared with 32.3 in 1955 , 35.6 in sume their regular meetings after
1954, 39.5 in 1953 and 37.8 in 1952. a brief holiday recess. The latter
Average minimum was 28.6 in group went out caroling at Christ1956, 22 in 1955, 25.9 in 1951, 28.8 mas time. Services were to be held
in 1953 and 28.2 in 1952.
at the church on Old Year’s evening at 7:30 and New Year’s Day
at 9:30 a.m. with the Rev. Paul
Arrives at 11:13 a.m.
in charge.
GRAND HAVEN (Special) Veenstra
The Rev. and Mrs. Ivan Deckert
Grand Haven’s first New Year
have returned to the home of the
baby arrived at 11:13 a.m. Tueslatter’s father,Henry R. Johnson,
day when a son weighing 5 pounds
5^ ounces was born in Municipal after a stay of several weeks in
Kansas with the former’s relatives.
Hotpital to Mr. and Mrs. Marvin
Beld, route 2, Coopersville. The They are anticipating return to
their field of missionary labors in
child was not named immediately.
Nigeria, West Africa during February, where they have spent many
previous years.
Mr. and Mrs. IXiane Kempkers
who were recently married, are
residing in Holland where the for-

Denies Application

To Provide

The Story
of Woter

Water
The

is used as a standard.

British

thermal unit, com-

monly called B.T.U. used by
engineersis the unit of heat
necessary to raise the temperature of one pound of water one

degree Fah. For a Cool Pure

Water Supply, PHONE

HAMILTON
MFC. & SUPPLY CO.
P.O.

PHONE

BOX 212

6-6536

ON

M-21

Water

To New Outside School
Qty Oouncil. meeting in kpeclal
session Thursday night to consider
two outside requests for city water
which had been tabled about four
weeks ago, okayed water service
to the Chrls-Craft plants but denied the application for the new
Van Raalte elementary school east
of the city.

The Chris -Craft request Involves a situation dating back
many months at which time the
boat firm worked out an agreement with the Board of Public
Works for city water which was
to be available when the new wa
ter supply system involving the
pipelineto Lake Michiganis in operation.These plans were worked
out in connectionwith Chris Craft’sprogram for the new plant
to produce Roamer boats.
It was pointed out that the
Board of Public Works acted in
good faith and installed the water
lines, but that technically It did
not have authority to g?-ant requests in view of a state constitutional provision which requires
Council action on such matters.
The BPW had proceededunder a

&

Mrs. Lovzma Lampen

(de Vries photo)
The marriage of Miss Esther weds greeted about 150 guests in
ruling by a previous city attorney.
June Plumert and Laverne Lam- the Commons roopi at 4he chapel.
In grantingthe Chris-Craft repen was solemnizedWednesday, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Kouw of Holquest, Council ruled that since
Dec. 26, in the chapel of Western land were master and mistress of
lines already had been laid, they
Theological Seminary.
ceremonies and Mr. and Mn. Rancould be regarded as existing
Dr. Henry Voogd read the dou- dall Brower of Grand Rapids arlines.
ble ring rites before an altar dec- ranged the gifts.
In view of the fact that no waorated with white pompons, ferns
The couple has returned from
ter lines have been laid in Holand candelabra. Aisle decorations a wedding trip to Chicago and are
land Heights area, Council deincluded holly and red berries.
at home at 1212 Lake Dr., Grand
nied the school application.It apParents of the couple are Mr. Rapids. For traveling the bride
pears that the only way In whclh
and Mrs. William Plumert of Bar- chose a beige wool dress featurtmm
the school could obtain city water
naby Rd., Hudsonvllle and Mrs. ing a full pleated skirt, matchwould be to annex to the city,
Lampen of Zeeland.
CENTRAL AVENUE CHRISTIAN REFORMED
are among the many in Holland that htxl
ing beige hat and gloves. She
which conceivablyis possible. George
A full length sheath style gown wore a white orchid conage.
CHURCH which was completed a few years ago
special services Monday and Tuesday to mark
Council’s action Wedinesday on anof white velvet,featuring • back
is representativeof the many Christian
The new Mn. Lampen, a graduthe New Year. Central Avenue church's bell is
nexation plans calls for annexapanel and quarter length sleeves
ate of Hope College, is social studReformed Churches in this area which rang
tion of an area "not less than the
in the upper part of the tower topped by one of
was worn by the blrde. The full
primary service area." The school length mantilla style veil was fa- ies teacher at Lowell High School.
their bells Monday to signal not only the new
the tallest spires in the city. The spire rises
Mr. Lampen, also a graduate of
property
lies
in
the
secondary
year but o year of centennial celebration for
shioned of scallopedlace. She carheavenward 117 feet and is topped by an eightHope College.Is teacher of English
service area, bbt Council made It
ried a white orchid surrounded by
the 100-year-old denomination. These churches
foot cross with an overlay of aold.
and Journalism at Godwin Heights.
clear that the primary service white
'
(Sentinel photo)
boundary can be flexible.
Dressed in white taffeta sheath
The vote on the school applica- style street length dresses were
it
it
tion was unanimous, and on the the bride's attendants, Miss
Chris • Craft application 5 to 1 Celeste Tlgelaar as maid of honor
wi t h Councilman Laverne Ru- and Mrs. Jack Bolhuis of Holland
dolph dissenting. Others present and Miss Julia Herrick of St. Jowere Mayor Robert Visscher, Rob- seph as bridesmaids. Their dresat home and
ert Kouw, John Beltman, Stanley ses also featured bodices of white
Curtis and John Vander Broek. velvet,quarter length sleeves and
Absent were Raymond Holwerda, fingertipveils. They carried boumer is employed.
overload charge against a Bernice Bishop and John Van Eer- quets of red poinsettiasfaced with
Bells and whistles always signal
Terry Kaper, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Des Moines, la., trucker resulted den.
greens, silver glitter and silver
the arrival of the new year in
in a total fine of 1675.10 in Justice
John Kaper, who is a student at Holland, but Monday the bells
streamers.
C. C. Wood’s court this week.
Ferris Institute in Big Rapids
Neil Lampen served his brother
had a special significance.
Charged was Verlln Q. Heckart of
spent the holiday vacation in the
as best man and Howard Layman
At
midnight
Monday,
all
Christhe VitallsTruck Lines of Des
parental home.
of Holland and William Plumert,
Moines. The alleged offense occurThe rite of Holy Communion was tian Reformed Churches in the
Jr, brother of the bride, were
area that have bells rang them
red Nov. 29 in Jamestowntownobserved at the morning service
YOUR HOSTSi
ushers.
in
to usher in not only the year 1957
ship. The arrest was by Weighmasand a vesper service in the afterTraditional organ music was
PAUL
AND
EDNA VAN RAALTI
but to mark the beginning of the
ter Sam Hartwell, Sr.
noon at the local Reformed Church
played by Lawrence De Witt who
centennial year of the denomina- . LANSING— Polio is still a threat
last Sunday, with the Rev. Norman
ACROSS FROM POSTOFFICE
Allen Trosper, of 311 East Sevalso accompanied Miss Jean KroVan Heukelom in charge. Guest tion in the United States and Can- to health and life in Michigan enth St., was sentenced to servfe
man,
violinist, who played “Jesu,
ZEELAND
ada.
soloist at the evening service was
Joy of Man’s Desiring’’and “The
Polio caused 16 deaths in this state five days in jail and pay fine
Centennial
celebrations
will
conand
costs
of
$104.30
on
a
charge
Mrs. Henry Swieringa,and Dr.
CLOSED SUNDAYS
Lord’s Prayer.”
during the first 50 weeks of. 1956.
of drunk driving. If fine and costs
Holland township was assured
J. R. Mulder of Western Theolo- tinue all through 1957 but major
After the ceremony the newlyAnti-polio
vaccine
has
proved
90
are not paid he must serve an of a lively primary election Feb.
gical Seminary was guest minis- empahsiswill be during a 13-week
percent effective in preventing par- additional10 days. He was arrest- 18 after a large slate of canditer. The Junior High Christian period from March 3 through May
Endeavor service featured the to- 26 which will include a pageant in alytic polio, the only form of the ed Dec. 22 In Zeeland township by dates filed petitionsbefore the 4
Civic Center and a mass meeting disease which can result in death, sheriff's deputies.
p.m. deadline Monday with Superpic, “Take Stock and Re-Order,
It is our wish that the New
according to the state health deOthers appearing in Wood’s court visor John L. Van Appledorn.
with Donna Ter Haar, Vernon In Hope Memorial Chapel. The napartment.
This
means
a
person
were William L Kievit,of 57 West
There are three candidates for
Year will bring you all the
Wasslnk and Jerry Folkert as lead- tional celebrationwill coincide
cuts his chances of gettingparalyt- First St., expired operator’sli- the position of township clerk
ers and Bernard De Boer and with synod meetings in June.
ic polio by 90 percent when he re- cense, Lakewood Blvd., $9.30; which is being vacated by Julius
wonderful blessings of life
David Lugten in charge of devocentennialpageant, “Upon
ceives the three-shotseries.
Robert
W
.Zylstra,
of
10588
Melvin
Karsten
who
did
not
seek
elections. Pianist was Nancy Lugten. Thi£ Rock," depicting the history
. . . most of oil love, friendIn charge of a panel discussion at of the history of the denomination Now that an effectivevaccine is St., Zeeland, stop sign, M-21 and tion. Clerk’s candidates are Her104th, Zeeland township, $7.30; bert L. Vander Ploeg and Mauship, contentment.
the Senior - High C. E. were Mar- through the century, will be pre- available and polio evidently has
lene Rigterink,Carol Johnson, sented by each classis of the Chris- been knocked against the ropes, Richard Weisiger, of 566 Howard, rice Vander Haar on the Repubspeeding 50 in 40, M-21 In George- lican ticket and Robert Greenwood
Lloyd Lohman and Robert Kaper. tian Reformed Church. The 20 the problem at hand is to get tne
town township, $9.30; Melbourne on the Democratic ticket.
people
into
doctors’
offices
or
into
A special New Year service was to congregations in Holland classis
Supervisor John L. Van Applebe held in the auditorium of the will unite to present the pageant local health departmentsand then F. Hedge, of 190 East Ninth St.,
speeding 50 in 30, M-21 In Holland dom also has opposition in the
to
get
the
vaccine
into
the
people.
locally
April
25
and
26
in
Civic
church on Tuesday morning at
140 RIVER
pH0NK 3494
primaries. The opposing candidate
Most of us tend to become com- township, $19.30.
9:30 o’clock. The newly elected Center with Mrs. John BouwTnan
Vincent
Vander
Werp,
of
41
East
is William M. Boeve, former sherplacent and apathetic as soon as
elders and deacons were to be in- as director.
20th St., speeding 55 in 45, M-21 iff.
Centennial Rally Week will be a danger appears to subside. And
stalled,including, Fred Johnson,
in Georgetowntownship, $9.30; Joe
There are 10 candidates for the
John H. Albers, Jerrold Folkert, held March 18 through 25 with a yet, no one can say for certain
Texer, of 259 West 12th St., stop four positions of trustees.Candithat
polio
actually
has
subsided
in
IN
George Brower and Ben Nykamp mass meeting in Hope Memorial
light, US - 31 and M - 21, $9.30; O. dates Include the four incumbents.
Michigan.
as elders and Kenneth Heuvelman, Chapel March 20. A well known
Before polio vaccine became W .Lowry, of 686 North Shore Dr., Russell Bouws, Harold Kragt, PetGilmer Ritgerink, Justin Roelofs, speaker will be announced later.
available,
polio normally ran in speeding 50 in 40, M-21 in Holland er Pyle and Oliver Schaap, plus
Harvin Lugten and Ernest Hey- Centennial Sunday will be observtownship,’ $9.30; Hattie Ortman, Rufus Cramer. Jacob Essenburg,
ed April 7 with a thank offering seven-yearcycles in Michigan, route 2, stop sign, Riley and US-31
boer as deacons.
Nelson Lucas, Harold Mouw, Gercausing
comparatively
large
numfor the new seminary building.
in Holland township, $7.30; Herm rit Van Kampen and Wesley Vanbers
of
cases
and
deaths
every
Comic Westenbrockand George
Nicaragua is the largest of the
an Atman, of 557 Elm Dr., speed Til.
Central or Middle America Tinholt are co-chairmenfor cen- seventh year. The disease still may ing 65 in 55, M-21, $14.30.
Trasurer John H. Maat and
be
running
such
a
course,
and
the
tennial observances for Holland
states.
Henry Stegenga, route 2, stop Gerrit Ter Beek of the Board of
classis. During its 100 years of decline in cases during the last sign, C and O tracks on Gordon.
Review are unopposed.
existence the churcfy numbers 196,- few years may represent the $7.30; Sheridan Scott Shaffer, of
Other candidates are William D.
trough
portion
of
the
polio
curve.
822 members coming from 45,000
113 West 19th St., stop sign, 112th Hansen, constable,and Chester
Until
enough
time
elapses
for
families. There, are 105,947 Comi
344 WEST 16TH
THONE 64660
and M-21, $7.30; Ruth Lumbert, of Raak, Democrat, justice of the
health workers to learn exactly
municants.
115 East 15th St., expired opera- peace. All candidates are on the
what polio is doing in relation to
tor’s license, M-21 and US-31, $9.30; Republicanticket with the excepthe vaccine, the wisest course for
George Alberts, Hart, Mich., drunk tion of Greenwood and Raak.
Mn. Vander Wall Dies
persons of all ages to to take adand disorderly,Holland township, Party nominations will be made
vantage of the best protection at
$29.30; Robert Geerlings. Jr., route
In Muskegon Heights
Milk it
hand by being vaccinated against 3, red light. M-21 and US-31, $9.30. at the primaries Feb. 18. The
spring election is scheduled April
polio.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Robert Timmer, of 47 West 19th
Mrs. Anna Vander Wall, 68, died
St., expired operator’s license,
Monday in the home of her daugh21 in Holland township, $9.30; Ron
5 We art proud of Hie fact that we
ter, Anna May Vander Wan, in
aid Howard Morley, route 5, speed- Work Reimned in Full
j keep ear milk Temperature— CoeMuskegon Heights. She had been
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Hafke- ing 60 in 40, M-21 In Holland town-

was

-

City

carnations.

it

ir it

TWO PLACES TO

ENJOY GOOD POOD

Church Bells Monday

Signal Centennial Year

Van. fiaalbbL

A

Polio

Remains

Threat

Lively Primary

State

Promised for

HoU

Township

A

AVI.

Scott-Lugers Lumber Co.

Wkcrc-

WE SPECIALIZE

you go.

ALL MAKES

Automatic Transmission
Service

STATE FARM’S

PERSONALIZED
CLAIM SERVICE
IS

AVAILABLE

More than just a policy, State
Farm Auto loiurance carriei
with it the aisurance that there

m always someone to

give you

help in case of an accident. At

home, it will be the agent who'
wrote your policy. Away from
home, any one of the nearly
8,000 State Farm Agents and
claims representatives is ready
to give you friendlypersonalized

pm

p«ys t§ k§ow
STATE FARM Agent

Ben Von Lente, Agent
17? College

Ava.

Phone 7133

Our

-

L

35th

8t

North Holland

At Zeeland School Site
a year and a half. Her hus- meyer visited friends and relatives ship. $19.30;John D. Bosch, of
j trolled from the cow to row, end that
band, John, former Norton Town- in Muncie, Ind. last week.
691 Michigan, expired operator’s ZEELAND (Special)- Work on
ship farmer, died in 1942. Mrs.
license,
US-31
In
Holand
township,
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Nash, Mr.
the new Zeeland Junior High j helpe eapteie our exceptionallylew
Vander Wall was a member of and Mrs. Chris Sas and Miss Les- $9.30; Fred Van Dam, of 350 East School was In full swing today for
bacteria count.
Covenant Reformed Church of lie Bosch of Holland were visitors 24jh St, speeding55 in 40 -mile the fint time since Dec. 10 when l
•
Muskegon.
zone,
M-21
in
Holland
township,
in Kalamazoo last Saturday.
picketing caused bricklayers and
Surviving are another daughter,
The Rev. John Van Peursem $14.30.
plumbers to walk off the job.
Mrs. Adrian Ovenveem of Scotia, from Zeeland conducied the morn- Robert Immink, route 2, red Bert Johnson, whose firm is con- |
light,
M-21
and
US-31,
$9.30;
EdN. Y.;,a son, Ralph of Fremont; ing service here last Sunday and
(and Soda lar)
tracting the buildingof the school,
three brothers,Dick Mink of Mus- the Rev. Jerry Veldman of Holland ward Francis Mott, Grand Rapids, secured a temporary injunction • 171 MCHIGA* AVL
kegon and John and Harry of conducted the evening service. speeding 50 in 40, Georgetown ‘nmrsday against the Grand RaFruitport; four sisters, Mrs. Wil- Holy Communion was celebrated township, $9.30; Herman G. Ballon,
pids Building and Trades Council
liam Bronsema of Grand Haven, in the morning worship and in the route 1, Fennvllle, improper left (AFLdO) and affiliated labor
turn,
'M-21
and
'US
-31,
$9.30;
Mrs. Margaret Richardson of Fer- afternoon vesper services.
1
rysburg and Mrs. Henry Botell The New Year service was held Martha Koolenga, route L stop Tlie Johnson Co. is not unionizand Mrs. Hiram Solomon of Mus- Tuesday morning with the Rev. J. sign. US-31 and Beeline Rd., $7.30; ed, but union members working
kegon, and six grandchildren.
M. Hogenboom from Holland in William Muller, Jr., Grand Rapids, for him refused to cross the picket
ill

Arrange that special busi-

ness appointmentat The
Bier Kelder. Air-conditioned

with only nationally advertised beverages. Open for
your conveniencefrom noon
until midnight.

WARM FRIEND

Phone S42I4

TAVERN

Authorized Bepreeentqtlvee

S

MAPLE BR0VE DAIRY

Entertain for Dinner
Year's Day
Mr. and Mrs. Neal V a n d e n
Heuvel entertained at their home
at 17 East McKinley St.. Zeeland,
on New Year’s Day with a turkey

On New
Scrappy soyi:

SLOW DOWN

and LIVE, friend!

dinner.,

SCRAP

Louis Padnos Iron
120

Rfvzr Art.

materials v

& Metal

Co.

PHONE 7fS7

organizations.

charge. The newly electedofficers
as elders, Raymond Weener, Ja
cob Jongekrijg and Bernard Bosnian; as deacons, Lloyd Van
Doomik, Willis Jonker and John
Jager were Installed.
The installation services for the
Rev. J. H. Keuning will be on Jan.
11 at :45 p.m. He will preach his
inaugural sermon on Jan. 13.
Mr. and Mrs. James Bosch and
family attended the Bosch family
reunion held in Holland Township

speeding 65 in 55, US-31, $14.30.

7

Those present were Mr. and Mrs.
John Bos and Dave, Mr. and Mrs.
L*s Wolters, Mr. and Mrs. Lee
Soloman, Jerry, Roger, Clair,
Patty and Donna, Lee Peck, Mr.
and Mrs. Marve Tubergen,Chuckle and Sandy, Mrs. Grace Van
Oort, Terry, Leslie. Jimmie, Linda
and Eddie, and Danny Vanden

Heuvel

>

Hall. New Year’s day.

Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Nienhuis
and family enjoyed a New Year’s
gathering of the Nienhuis family
held at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Hero Nienhuis of Butternut Drive.

when it was first placed, according to Johnson on Dec. 6.
line

:

always buying

ALWAYS FRESH.

M

Chester L. Baumann, Agent
131

ST.

FENDTS AUTO SERVICE

\

claim service.
It

and Repair

Betty Vander Jagt

Has

Party on Sixth Birthday
Betty Ann Vander Jagt of 315
West 22nd St., celebrated her sixth
birthday anniversary Friday at •
party given by her mother. Assisting the hostess was Betty Ann’s
sister, Mary Lou.
Games were played and prizes

awarded.

Refreshmentswere

served.

Attending were Jack SchripseDriy, Gary Lee Van

ma, Wanda

Oosterhout, Robert Dale, Ruth

and Rosemary Kooiker and
guest of honor.

Ann
the

Rubber Stomps
24

HOUR
SERVICE
Serve oar quality delicacies tor dessert, and you'll win your
family's approval. No trouble at all and less expease than
baking! Take come home today!

Fhoit«

64282

BEN'S
S70 tMtf

RUBBER'

DU M0ID BAKE

STAMPS
384

CENTRAL A\

m

S
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Damstra-Wolters Rites Performed Beaoerdam
Harvey Van Farowe left Wednesday with i group of young people
from the First Reformed church of
Zeeland to attend the Second National Youth Assembly at Central
College at Pella, Iowa which meets
from Dec. 27 till Jan. 1.
Mr. and Mrs. La Verne Sikkema
and children who have been attending college in Ithaca, N. Y.t
have spent Christmas with their
parents and grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs. Albert Van Farowe. On
Thursday they left to spend a few
days with Mr. Sikkema's parents
in Morrison, 111. They will then return to New York to resume their
studies for a few more weeks.
The Mission Guild met Thursday
evening in the chapel with an attendance of 25 members. The President Mrs. H. Be re ns presided. All
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Winless Holland Faces

Miss Neff

Wed

to Albert

Meyer

Harborites Here Friday
Benton Harbor High’s basketball team Invades the Gvic Cen-

Zutphen

Friday night and for the
time Holland must
A Christmasprogram was given
assume the underdog role.
The Tigers, blessed with anoth- on Tuesday morning after the
er springy front line, have an im- church services. Henry Visser
pressive 3-1 record. The Dutch
hhve dropped four straightgames. opened with prayer and Jemlna
Benton H ar b o r has recorded Ensing lead the songs. The chilwins over Hammond, Ind., Mor- dren who took part were Richard
ton (70-58) ; Grand Haven (87-32) De Vree, Barbara Heyboer,Joan
and Chicago Tuley (74-37). The Merritt, Faith De Weerd, Carol
lone loss was administeredby Timmer, Wanda Aukeman, BonKalamazoo Central 56-44 at Kala- nie Meyer, Carol Heyboer,Janice
Roelofe, Glen Elders, Karen Van
mazoo.
Holland’s hopes rest in that de- Noord, Linda Veltema, Judith Van
feat. The Dutch lost to the Ma- Spyker, Sandra Nykamp, Donna
roon Giants by only four points Meyer Kathleen Elders. Linda
the members responded to roll call
Heyboer, Mary Van Noord, Sharon
52-48 last month.
with a text or some thought referRhee,
Coached by Don Famum, Ben- Ensing, Marilyn
Miss Helen Rozema
ring to Christmas. After devotions
w:
Marcia
Houten,
Lydia
ton
Harbor
boasts
a
frontline
that
Mr. and Mrs. John Rozema of
and a short business meeting gifts
can rebound. Most of the Tigers’ Berens, Marilyn Ver Hage, Phyt
were exchanged and secret pals route 1, Zeeland, announce the en- baskets have been picked up by lis Van Dam, Marilyn Heyboer,
gagement
of their daughter, Helen,
revealed. Others attending besides
Joyce Elders, Barbara Blauwto Lloyd Lubbers, son of Mr. and this method.
the hostesses Mrs. Ted De Jonge
Leading the front line is S’S" kamp, Marcia Van Rhee, Carl De
Mrs.
James
Lubbers
of
route
1,
and Mrs. Frank De Boer, Jr. were
Chester Walker, a junior who play- Weerd, Barbara Veens tra, Roger
Hamilton.
the Mesdames,Chester Machiele,
ed regularly last year. Slim, Walk- Elders, Gayle Kalman, Larry
Gerald Huyser, Kenneth Knap,
er has enough spring to get over Berens, Barbara Kamer, Richard
Harold Bohl, Jay Nykamp, Herman
Scholten, Ila Kamp, Thelma Van
the defenders.
Berens, Sherwin Hungerink,WesSam Watson, 61” pivotman is Rhee, Carol Kamps, Alyce TimMrs. Donald L Damstra
ley Hungerink, Alfred Bowman,
the rugged type of player.A senior mer, Aria Zwiers, Harvey Kam
(Princephoto)
Harry
Bowman, Albert Zaagman,
and weighing 195, his burly body er, Rodney De Weerd, Larry Van
The marriage of Miss Mary Ruth candelabraand floor baskets of
Harris Veldman, Harold Lenters,
serves as an under - the - basket Haitsma, Roger Kalman, Ronald
Wolters, daughter of Prof, and white mums decorated the altar.
Gerrit Berens, Lawrence De Vries,
Heyboer, Larry Visser, Melvin
guard.
Mrs. Edward J. WolterT, 888 West Large white bows marked the
Harvey Boersen. Leslie Bekins,
Mickey Yarbrough, a 6’2" soph- Kreuze, William Van Haitsma,
25th St„ and Donald L. Damstra pews.
Harold Haasevoort, Harold Heihn,
omore is the third member of the Kenneth Roelofs, Roger Van
About 200 guests were invitedto
was solemnized Friday, Dec. 28, in
James Klynstra, Lawrence Klokfront line and another good scorer. Haitsma, Jack Heyboer, David
the Maple Avenue Qhristian Re- the receptionin the church parlors.
kert, Robert Formsma and JohanHe fills the plan used by Famum and Darrell Merritt, Barbara Van
formed Church. Vows were ex- Assisting with serving were Mrs.
each year of having a sophomore Dam, Stanley Blauwkamp, Teddy
changed at 8 p.m. with Dr. John Clarence De Graaf, Mrs. Clarence na Brower. Unable to attend were
the Mesdames Nelson Dekker, Harin the first five.
Visser. Ronald Brinks, Robert
R. Mulder, uncle of the groom, as- Kleis, Mrs. Garrett Vander Borgh,
Mrs. Albert H. Meyer
vey Driesenga,Justin Palmbos,
A couple of juniors,Duane Dun- Ver Hage. Larry Nykamp, Jerry
sisted by the Rev. John A. De Mrs. Helen Schoon, Mrs. John Ver
Beatrice
Nead,
Junior
Vereeke,
(Penno-Sas photo)
bar
and
George
Peapples,
both
Kalman,
Harry
Dale
Visser,
Alice
Druyter,* performing the double Beek and Mrs. Edward Brand. Mr.
Wedding vows were exchanged
Marvin Huyser and Bill Vereeke.
511”, who alternated at guard last De Vree, Gertrude Cook, Arlene
ring ceremony. Parents of the and Mr. Louis Damstra. aunt
by Miss Marilyn Eileen Neff and
year, are the guards this season. De Weerd, Carol De Weerd,
groom are Dr. and Mrs. Harold and uncle of the groom, were mas- The infant son of Mr. and Mrs.
Albert H. Meyer in Hope Reformed
Willis Huyser submitted to surgery
Football
star
Don
Marler
is
a
first
Esther Vander Kolk, Charlene Van
Damsta of 1022 Santa Cruz Dr., ter and mistress of ceremonies.
Church Saturday, Dec. 22. The
last Monday and is improving nicereplacement.
Houten
,
Darlene
Blauwkamp,
They
were
assisted
by
Mr.
and
East Grand Rapids.
double ring ceremony was perCoach Fred Weiss sent the Alice Vegter, Loretta Cook. The
Attending the couple were Mrs. Mrs. Garry Slenk, aunt and uncle lyThe Spaman sisters of Grand formed by Dr. Marion de Velder.
Special music was furnished by
Dutch .through another lengthy offering was taken for Indian
John R. Scholtonof Princeton, of the bride. In the gift room were
Rapids, Mrs. G. Berkel of HolParents of the couple are Mr.
drill Wednesday and planned a Cousins. The Rev. J. Breuker
N. J., as matron of honor; Miss Miss Mary Jane Inman, Miss Mar- the Musical Four last Sunday evening
in
the
Reformed
church.
The
land were recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. William A. Neff of Waxshooting
session
today.
Holland
closed with prayer.
Barbara Damstra of San Fran- jorie Ondersma and Cornelius Van
ahachie, Tex., and Mr. and Mrs.
quartet consisted of Mr. and Mrs.
scrimmaged Zeeland Monday in
A Christmas family party was and Mrs. Henry Spaman.
cisco, Calif., sister of the groom, Nuis and serving punch were Mr.
FrederickA. Meyer of 608 LawnCivic Center and Weiss was pleas- held Christmas Day at the home
Mrs. Philip Fredrickson of Clear- and Mrs. Eugene Scholton and Mr. Levi Seinen, Ervin vander Kolk
Mrs. Clyde Fox of Holland, Mrs.
Miss
Sue
Vander
Meer
and Mrs. Marian Rubingh. They
ed with the results.
of Mr. and Mrs. Dick Kamer. Jack Ridenour of Lansing were dae Ct.
water, Fla., and Mrs. Abram Van and Mrs. Carroll Groenenboom.
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Vander Bill Tornovish,regular guard, Those present were Mr. and Mrs.
Given in marriageby her father,
Hoven of Zeeland, sisters of the Miss Ruth Ann Wolters, niece of played “Is Your All on the Altar" Meer, Lake Dr., S. E., Grand Raand
“Jesus
Keep
Me
Near
the
has been slipping in his defensive Justin Kamer and family. Mr. Saturday callerson Mr. and Mrs. the bride wore a waltz-lengthgown
bride, as bridesmaids;Kenneth the bride, was in charge of the
pids, announce the engagement play and Weiss has been workCross.”
of crystaletteover taffeta in prinand Mrs. Harry Kamer, Mr. and Simon Broersma.
Damstra, brother of the- groom, guest book.
New
Year’s
service
was
held
in and approaching marriage of their ing on that while he has- also spent Mrs. Gerald Kammeraad and
For her daughter’s wedding Mrs.
Heldred De Witt was soloist at cess style. The gown featured bobest man and Dale Wolters, the
daughter, Miss Sue Vander Meer time with Les Overway's shooting.
family , Mr. and Mrs. William the First Reformed Church of dice and short sleeves of rosepoint
bride's brother, T. Gregory Wolters selected a dusty rose knit the Reformed church Tuesday
to Jack Alan Kammeraad. son of Overway, a good shot in practice,
morning.
The
offering
was
divided
Westhuis and family, Mr. and Zeeland on Sunday, Dec. 30 with lace embroidered with Iridescent
Schmidt and William A. Gedris, suit with matching hat and a corMr. and Mrs. Andrew Kammeraad has had trouble hitting in games.
sequins and seed pearls.A bow acMrs. Robert Ship and family, Mr. Mildred De Witt as pianist.
sage of white mums. The groom’s between BethesdaSanatorium and
Jr., ushers.
of Holland.
A gown of nylon tulle over mother, Mrs. Damstra, wore a Rest Haven Home. TTie Old Year’s The bride - elect is a graduate Leading scorer Dave Hilbink and Mrs. Merlin Timmer and The names of Mr. and Mrs. cented the empire waistline from
service was held Sunday evening.
will team with Overway at a for
family. Gifts were exchanged and Lloyd Berghorstof Zeeland,Mr. which fell a flowing back panel.
taffeta was chosen by the bride. mauve rose taffeta dress with
Elders and deacons will be in- of Central High School. Mr. Kara- ward Friday and Rog Plagenhoef a supper was served.
Her small hat of rosepointlace
Style features included self scal- three-quartersleeves and full skirt.
and Mrs. Harris Schipper and fastalled at next Sunday morning’s meraad is attending Michigan will play the other guard with TorPfc. Donald Kamer from De- mily of Vriesland were omitted in with pearls held an elbow-length
lops of Chantilly lace, a fitted bo- She wore a matching hat and a
service.The elders are Albert Van State University where he is af- novish. Tom Aye is center.
troit spent a five-day furlough at last week’s paper as Christmas veil of Illusion. She wore lace
dice, short sleeves and a bouffant corsage of white mums.
filiated with Delta Sigma Phi FraFarowe
and
Henry
Feenstra;
deaThe
reserve
game
starts
at 6:30 the home of his parents.
mitts, pearl necklace and earrings.
skirt with rows of self scalloped For the honeymoon the bride
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Eugene The bridal bobquet was an arternity. A March 23 wedding is p.m. and the varsity contest at
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Sail and Brower and family.
lace ending with a tulle ruffle. Her wore a charcoal suit with red ac cons, Harold Heihn and Kenneth
being planned.
8 p.m. Holland’s reserves will be Mr. and Mrs. Fred Ensing from
rangement of stephanotis centered
fingertipveil of French illusion cessoriesand beige coat and a cor- Knap.
Mrs. Martin P. Wyngarden was with a white orchid with streamGirl’s
League
will
meet
Thursafter win No. 4 against one loss. Ottawa Station visited their uncle
was fastened on a cloche style hat sage of white camellias.
a Friday afternoon caller on Mrs. ers.
and aunt, Mr. and Mrs. Leonard J. G. J. Van Zoeren of Zeeland.
trimmed with seed pearls. She
The couple will be at home Jan. day evening in the chapel at 7:45
The center aisle of the church
Van Ess, on Friday afternoon.
wore long mits of tulle over taf- 7 in Chicago where the groom is p.m. Lucille Hoffman will be in
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Vander Kolk
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Edema, Mr. and family of Lansing were week- was marked with tall candles,
feta and carrieda bouquet of large attending Northwestern School of charge of the topic and devotions.
and Mrs . Melvin Scholtenand end guests of Mr. and Mrs. Will poinsettias and satin ribbon
white camellias outlinedwith lem- Medicineand is a member of Phi Roll call word is Salvation. HosAt the New Year's Day church
tesses are Linda Abel and Dorothy
streamers.
Fay Ann spent Christmas at the Vander Kolk.
on leaves.
Chi Medical Fraternity. He is
service the following new consishome
of Mr. and Mrs. Julian
Gowns of the bride’sattendants, graduate of East Grand Rapids Vereeke.
Miss Nancy Neff, sister of thP
Sunday guests at the Simon
tory members were installed for
The Week of Prayer will be obJohnson and family in Zeeland.
bride, was maid of honor. Bridesfashioned princess style of dubon- High School and received his AB
Broersma
home
were
Mr.
and
elders: John Boerman and Alfred
served in the local Reformed
net satin, featured short sleeves degree from Hope College.
Smoes and for deacons Chris Mrs. Leonard Van Ess visited Mrs. Bill Van Houten of Grand maids were Miss Sue Sweany,
church
on
Jan.
7,
9
and
11
and
her sister, Mrs. Jess Albrecht of Rapids, Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Jous- cousin of the bride, and Miss
and V-necklines.Their shoes were
The new Mrs. Damstra is a regWestrate and Justin Sal.
Hudsonville on Thursday after- ma, Mr. and Mrs. Paul Drooger Claire II e y w o o d. John Meyer,
dyed to match the gowns and their isteredmedical technologistat then for the coming months it will
Catechetical classes will again
noon.
headpieces were trimmed with Butterworth Hospital, Grand be held weekly.
and family, Agnes Jousma of Hol- brother of the groom, was best
be
resumed
on
Wednesday
eveThe Christian Endeavor did not
A
Christmas party was held at land, Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Pad- man. Ushers were Jack Lawyer,
wdiite mums. Their bouquets in- Rapids. She is a graduate of Holning after a brief Christmas vathe home of Mr. and Mrs. Corneal ding and family of Zeeland, Mrs. Dwight Kraai, Mark de Velder and
cluded white mums encircled with land ChristianHigh School and re- meet the past Sunday because of
cation.
the
vesper
service,
but
will
again
Patmos on Tuesday. Those pre- Bob Brown and three sons of West Harry Snydacker,cousin of the
lemon leaves giving a poinsettia ceived her AB degree from Hope
The Bread of Life program will
sent were Mr. and Mrs. Henry Olive, Mr. and Mrs. John Broers- groom.
effect
College.She had one year training be held next Sunday afternoon.
originate from the local church
The bridal attendantswore
Bredeweg and family, Mr. and ma of Vriesland.
Miss Marilyn Rutgers, organist, at Butterworth Hospital for Medic- Arthur Bekins from Omaha,
this coming Sunday.
Neb.,
is
visiting
here
a
week
with
Mrs. Jack De Zeeuw and family, Mr. and Mrs. Louis Beyer were gowns of periwinkle blue crystalplayed traditionalwedding music al Technologist.
Mrs. Willis Essink presented the
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Patmos and guests at a surprise party at the ette styled with princess lines and
and soloist Lloyd Wolters,t h e
The groom’s parents entertained Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Bekins and
special music at the Sunday eveRon
and
calling
on
his
mother,
bride's brother, sang "0 Lord Most at a rehearsal dinner Thursday
family, all of Forest Grove; Mr. home of Mr. and Mrs. Maynard empire waist. They carried colonning service on her accordion.
Mrs. C. Bekins, in the Parkview
Holy” by Franck and “Wedding evening, Dec. 27, at the
and
Mrs. Lawrence Miner of Reimink of Hamilton on Saturday ial bouquets of white carnations
The following pastors will exConvalescent Home in Zeeland.
Prayer” by Dunlap. Flams, ferns, Friend Tavern.
Grand
Rapids, Leona Bredeweg in honor of Mr. and Mrs. George and stephanotis centered with yelchange pulpitsfor the special week
On New Year’s Day Mr. and
and
friend, Gloria De Zeeuw and Redmink’s 35th anniversary.The low tea roses. They wore matching
of prayer starting Jan. 6; Rev.
Mrs. Harry Bowman entertainedat
flower headpieces.
Dene kas, Rev. Van Heukelom, friend. Mr. and Mrs. Jay Patmos brothersand sisters of Mrs. G. Mrs. Marion de Velder sang
their home, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
tend. Gifts were exchanged and Reimink were guests and presentRev. Greving, Rev. Viening. These
Miss Ruth Ann Sole
Slag of Holland, Mr. and Mrs.
"The Pledge" before the ceremony
a meal served.
ed them with a beautiful floor
Gerben Kuyers and three daugh- Mrs. George Sale of Hamilton meetings will be held in the folMr.
and
Mrs.
Albert Venema lamp. The children presented them and "Wedding Prayer” following
ters of Borculo and Mr. and Mrs. has announced the engagement of lowing churches:Bentheim, Ham- and family were unable to atthe rites.
each with a wrist watch.
Alfred
and daughter, her daughter,Ruth Ann. to Bur- ilton. Overisel and Dunningville and Eddie from Ohio were visitMrs. Neff wore a wedgewood
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Gerrit
De
Vree
on Jan. 6. Jan. 9. Jan. 11 and
Laurie.
ton Lubbers, son of Mr. and Mrs.
ors at the home of Mr. and Mrs. were Christmasguests of Mr. and blue dress of raw silk with inserts
of rosepoint lace and blue accesJoe Huizenga who spent a week Henry Lubbers, route 5. Holland. Jan. 13. All meetingswill start at Julian Aukeman and family.
Frank Guarrera, versatile young ough study of bullfightingand even
Mrs. Clifford Rynbrandt of Hud7:30. Special music is planned for
sories for her daughter’s wedding.
with
his son, Donald and Mrs.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Martin
Patmos
took
what
might
be
c
a
1 e d a
sonville.
American baritone of the Metroeach meeting.
The
groom’s mother wore a dress
Donald
Huizenga
and
sons
in
and
family
of
Forest
Grove
were
“ground school” training from an
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Boss w#re
Milo Boerman has returned
politan Opera, will appear in conGrand Rapids has returned to his
visitorsat the home of Mr. and Friday callerson Mrs. Jennie t)e of soft gray wool with a velvet
expert— without the bulls. In the
home from Germany where he
accent at the empire waistlineand
cert in Civic Center Monday at recent televisionversion of The home here.
Witt at Woodhaven in Zeeland.
was stationed while serving in the Mrs. Wilbur Albrecht.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Russel
Sybesma
white accessories.They both wore
The
Mission
Society
meets
WedThe
Rev.
J.
Breuker
and
t
h
e
8 p.m., sponsored by the Holland Barber of Seville. Mr. Guarrera
Frank Spaman, Mrs. Cornelius corsages of white carnations and
nesday afternoonin the chapel. and three children from Chicago army. Milo spent many months in Rev. Gilbert Haan of the Bethel
scored
an
outstanding
success
with
Civic Music Association.The Civic
Katjes and children of Martin stephanotis.
The roll call word is Truth. Mrs. visited Mrs. Sybesma's parents, Germany and has now returned to Christian Reformed Church of
Music Association has a member- his agile and amusing portrayal
were Friday guests of Mr. and A reception for 140 guests was
civilian living after having reHarold
Lenters is in charge of the
Zeeland exchanged pulpits on Sun- Mrs. Henry Spaman.
ship program and only those per- of Figaro, the barber who knows
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Veldheer last ceived his discharge.
held in the church parlors. Miss
topic.
sons with season tickets may at- a thing or two besides barbering
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob T. De Witt Lindi Streur and Cecil Van AlsMr. and Mrs. Robert Maynard day services.
Pvt.
Melvin
Feenstra
who
is sta- week.
Old Year services were held and family, Mr. and Mrs. John T.
His program in Holland will
tend.
burg were in charge of the punch
Mr. and Mrs. Ham) Kuite at- are* the parents of a new daugh- Monday evening and New Year
tioned in Fort Carson, Colo., spent
Since his spectacularrise to include operatic excerpts and a
De Witt and family were Christ- bowl. Mrs. Will J. Scott and Mrs.
ter
born
to
them
recently.
the
holidays
with
his
parents,
Mr.
tended
the
funeral
of
the
latters
services
on
Tuesday
morning.
New
fame following his winning of the variety of songs in English, French
mas evening guests of Tony Charles Madison poured and Miss
Mrs. Tubergen has returnedto
and Mrs. Andrew Feenstra and
brother - in - law, Albert Klok- her home in Forest Grove from elders and deacons were installed and Mrs. Albert De Witt.
Metropolitan Auditions of tfie Air and Italian.
Barbara Roeser took care of the
with Bert Cook and Gerrit Vegter
Mr. Guarrera is married to his family. Mr. and Mrs. Andrew kert, which was held in Hamilton the St. Mary's hospital.
in 1948, Mr. Guarrera has become
The Sunday school gave a pro- guest book.
Feenstra
from
Grandville
were
as riders and Melvin Merrit and gram in the local church on Christone of America's most popular childhood sweetheart and they
Mrs. Marvin Berens is convalesThe bride is a graduateof HolSunday visitors with the Feen- Wednesday afternoon.
Elmer Van Dam as deacons.
baritoneswith frequent appear- have two children, Valerie, eight,
mas afternoon. Prelude — Ruth land High School and attended
cing at her home after recent surstra’s
and
also
attended
the
mornSome
fine
new
improvements
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Albrecht Vander Laan, hymn — audience,
and Dennis, nearly two. They live
gery at Zeeland hospital.
Western Michigan College. She
called on their sister, Mrs. Simon Scripture
in an apartment near Riverside ing worship service with them.
have been made at the town hall
Sherwin Ter Haar, was 'employed as a secretary for
The
Rev.
and
Mrs. Denekas and
Rev. Floyd De Boer will fulfill
Dr. in New York City.
Elzinga,
in
a
Grand
Rapids
Hospi
prayer — Roger Kroodsma, wel- De Witt Hatchery of Zeeland. The
recently.A kitchen has been built, Myron spent several days in Orea classical appointment in the HudUshers for this month's church come — Ruth Guigelaar, songs — groom is also a Holland High
complete with cupboards, serving gon. 111., this past week. Miss
sonville Hilkrest Christian Rewindow and counter space, all fi- Sophia Denekas returned to her services are Percel De Weerd, primary dept., inexpensive gifts — School graduate and is now a senBeechwood Groups Meet
formed church. Rev. John Weidenished in knotty pine. An electric home at this time after spending William Masselink. Merlin Cook Yvonne Ensing, Christmas Cand- ior at the University of Michigan.
naar, Professor of Bible at Calvin
For Christmas Party
les -- Bobby Bos, Curtis Guigelaar,
range and three large folding ta- several months in this locale with and Julian Aukeman. Jr.
For going away the new Mrs.
College, will be in charge of the
Those families who have been Donald Kroodsma, Ruth Van Meyer wore a light blue wool
bles have been added. Group meet- the Rev. Denekas family.
local
church.
Beechwood Church Double Ring
ings are welcome to use the hall,
The annual Sunday school teach- asked to attend the Spec Lake Bronkhorst, Frances Koeman, and dress, navy and white accessories
Wesley Vande Guchte and ClarClub and Young Married Peoples
and a reasonable fee will be ers and officers meeting will be Mission Serviceson Sundays for Phylis Bruursema, song — Jack and a white orchid corsage. The
Sunday School Class met for their ence Steenwyk who have been chargd for utilities and janitor
held in the church basement or this month are Mr. and Mrs. Wal- Ter Haar, Kenneth Brinks, and couple are at home at 608 West
annual Christmasparty Friday in spendingthe holidayswith their service.
lace Albrecht, Mr. and Mrs Vernon De Hoop, Christmas Al- Huron, Ann Arbor.
Friday evening.
parents will leave for their camps
the church.
Harvey Ver Hage, Mr. and Mrs phabet — 26 primary children,reMr. and Mrs. John Boerigter
Harvey Johnson was in charge again this week.
Adrian Veltema, Mr. and Mrs. member Your Gifts — Marvin De
and Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Lugten
of devotions and read the Christ- Old Year’s service was held in and Sandra from Hamilton were Program About Africa
Albert Blauwkamp.
Witt, Laverne Heyboer, Mark Western Michigan Swim
mas Story. Nelson Lucas was in the Christian Reformed church on visitors at the home of Albert RedAn interestingprogram of the Meengs, and Ricky Machida, offTeam Competes in Meet
Presented at Meeting
charge of the business meeting. Monday evening.
Zutphen school children was given ering taken during the singing
der Friday evening.
The
pastor
spoke
on
the
theme
Election of officersfor the Double
KALAMAZOO (Special) - The
evening In the Zutphen of a hymn, special music "Star
Members of the Mothers Gub
A program about Africa was Friday
Ring Club resulted in the follow- “Alive This Day." The offering drove to Muskegon last week for
school,
Of the East” — Roger and Ivan Western Michigan College swimpresented
at
the
Bethel
Reformed
ing: President.Mr. and Mrs. Gor- was sent to the Braille Publica- the grand finale of the Farm-total.
Vander Kolk, "Because” — Bar- ming team, new in intercollegiate
Church Woman’s Missionary Sodon Vander Meulen; vice presi- tions. On Tuesday morning their Prosper program for 1956. The
bara Boss, dialogue — “Christ Is sport this year, will go against the
ciety
meeting
Wednesday
evening
dent, Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Web- New Year’s service was held and club took third prize, a check for
Born Again” — Diane Bruursema, various splashers of the Mid-Amerat the church. Mrs. H. Rozendal Women’s Mission Group
ster; secretary,Mr. and Mrs. Le- the recently electedelder Ben Hop, $20. This is the third consecutive
Judith Kok, Elaine Ter Haar, Alan ican Conference next Saturdayin
opened the meeting with prayer.
roy Brookhouse; treasurer,Mr. and deacons Henry Smit and Clar- year that the club has won a prize.
Koeman, and Flora De WKt, the Mid-American ConferenceReMeets
at
Tluri
Church
Installation
and
devotions
were
ence Schrotenboerwere installed.
and Mrs. Dale Boes.
Christmasthoughts — Sandra Wa- lays at Kent State University,
Its projects* were varied, (hey
The
pastor’s theme was “Our not only raised money for the conducted by Mrs. Anthony Van Third Reformed Church Wo- beke, song — Erma Wyngarden’s Ohio, with Coach Eddie Babel far
Oficers
elected
for
the
Young
Frank Guarrera
Harn.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Albert
Studley
Married Peoples class were: Pre- Prayer.”This offering was desig- needs of the school, but particifrom optimistic over the chances
•nces as guest star in opera comsang a duet, “Dark Africa’’ and men’s MissionarySociety met in class, dialogue "Evening Devo- of his team.
sident, Morris Buhrer; secretary, nated for the Soldier’s fund.
the
church
parlors
Wednesday
aftions”
—
eight
children,
A
Little
pated
in
drives
for
polio,
epilepsy,
panies from coast to coast, and in
Lord Send Me There,” accomMrs. Gerrit Van Hempen; treasur- Last Friday Mrs. Ben Blaukamp tornado victims and other worth
JiU Wyngarden, read- Miami, Ohio University, Ke n t
concert, radio and televisionperpanied by Mrs. Robert Nykamp. ternoon. Mrs. J. Veldman, presi- Secret
underwent surgery at the Zeeland while causes.
er, John Honing.
dent, gave New Year’s greetings ing — Marcia Heyboer, special State and Bowling Green have
formances.
Slides
of
Africa
were
shown
by
Games were played under the Community Hospital when her ap- A defective oil burner caused
Mrs. J. Van Zotneren, confuted music “BirthdayOf The King” — had swimming for a number of
Mr. Ekster.
While still in high school, Mr. directionof Mr. and Mrs. Gerald pendix was removed.
extensive damage to the home of
Hostesses were Mrs. A. EMrkse, devotions, using as her theme Roger Vander Kolk, closing reci- years as an intercollegiatesport,
Guarrera won a scholarshipat Gebben, Mr. and Mrs. Donald HarMr. and Mrs. Bob Hop recently. Mrs. J. G. Essenburg and Mrs Our Security for 1957 as Reveal- tation — Arlan Ter Haar, passing and all are rated fgirly strong,
Curtis Institute of Music in Phila- per, Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Den
of the mission boxes, the singing so it would seem that the Broncos
The
large trailer, a completely Alma Diekema.
ed in Psalm 131.”
delphia, where he studied with Bleyker and Mr. and Mrs. Jowan Marriage Licenses
Mrs. Hatty Frissel, accompan- of the doxology, and the passing In their first Mid-American Conmodem home with full bath, etc.,
Richard Bonelli and Mme. Slagh. A potiuck lunch was servOttawa County
ied by Mrs. Howard Kooiker, sang of the refreshments concluded the ference venture in swimming, will
is considered a total loss and will
Euphemie Gregory. At the time of ed by Mr. and Mrs. La Verne
John DeWitt, ’55, and Anne not be repaired.
Announce Engagement
have little expectationof getting
Service” by Pook. Each member program.
his graduation from Curtis he al- Johnson, Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Ter Haar any first places and In fact may
Bronkhorst, 46, both of Holland;
The couple is l.ving in the home
participatedwith
Year's
ready had contracts for appear- Oosterbaan, Mr. and Mrs. Gordon
Donald Jay Nyhoff, 28, Holland, of the former's grandmother,Mrs. Of College Students
thoughts, prayers and messages were host and hostess at an Old show few points.
ances at La Scala in Milan under Vander Meulen and Mr. and Mrs.
Year's party at their home on
and
Audrey Schrotenboer, 25, Jake Hop, who is ill and living Mr. and* Mrs. John Holt, 12% from missionaries.
Toscaniniand for a full season Nelson Lucas.
No two zebras are striped aroute 6, Holland; Kenneth Dale with her children for the present West Eighth St., announce the en- Tea was served by Mrs. Ger- Monday evening. The guests Were
with the MetropolitanOpera in
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Alfred Ter Haar of like.
Brink, 22, Hudsonville, and Janice
Ben
Maatman
from
Holland,
vitrude
Hilarides,
Mrs.
Dora
Van
New York.
A special “Men’i Breakfast” ha* Honderd, 19, Jenison; Edward sited her brother-in-law, Albert gagement of their daughter, Mary, Raalte and Mrs. Nellie Vander Zeeland, Mr. and Mrs. Jonn
Possessedof a natural acting
to Ward Ver Hage, son of Mr. and
been arranged for Saturday morn- Miedema, 23, route 1, Byron Cen- Redder, Saturday afternoon.
Broersma,Mr. and Mr*. Floyd Ter
Mrs. Earl Ver Hage, 55 Park St, Woude.
ability and an easy, masculine
Haar of Vriesland.
ing with Dr. Peter Ruckman of ter, and Lorraine Lubbers, 18,
Zeeland.
Miss
Holt
is
a
student
at
grace on stage, Mr. Guarrera has
Mr. and Mrs. Martin P. Wynroute 1. Hudsonville; David Wood,
Red Cross Gray Ladies who filCalvin R. Koning, SA, of the
made more frequent appearances Mobile, Ala., as speaker. These 24, Taylor Center, Mich., and Bev- led an assignment Wednesday at Hope College and Mr. Ver Hage USS Shasta is spending a 12-day garden were Old Year guests of
AMBULANCE SERVICE
gix yearJ than any
breakfaits are held in the Youth
erly Charmaine Melnotte, 22, the Grand Rapids Veterans Facili- attends Yale University.
leave with his parents, Mr. and Mr. and Mrs. Will Vander Kolk.
Gilbert Vande Wafer, Mgr.
As part of his prep- for Christ Clubhouse at 50 West Grand Haven; Gary S. Gray, 21, ty are the Mesdames Bina Nead,
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Vander Kolk
Mrs. Bert Koning, 185 East 29th
27 lest
Phone 3693
t for the popular role of EsNinth. St from 6:30 to 7:50 a.m. route 1, Nunica„and Lola Decker, Eugene King, Herman Tyink and
The first steamboat navigated St. He leaves next Tuesday for and family of Lansing are vacaHOLLAND. MICHIGAN
in Carmen he nladetthar- All i»en are invited.
19, Grand Haven.
the Hudson river in 1807.
honing at the Vander Kolk home. •i,—", tin.
William Valkema, Jr.
Norfolk, Va.
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Win

Decisive Cage

I

Holland Oviltltn'acage NUtd One of the bright spots In the all the way. Tula cleared his
got back on the victory trail New Maroon victory was die play of bench In the cloelng stages, but
Richard Bfachlele
Year’s afternoon on the Civic Cen- Herm Tula, scrappy guard. In ad- the Dutch still managed to outTHE GOLDEN QUILL by Bernof
Oooaty Agricultural Agent
ter court by taking a declalvt 65- dition to leading his mates with scofo the Invaders.
ard Grun is an enchanting novel
which takes us into the glittering Paul Benes and Warren Vander
AgricultureIn general In 1956
40 win over the Muakegon Chris- 20 points from both outcourt and
Christian’s65 point total was the
aura of late 18th century life. This lill, Hope College roommates and was the only enterprise in the
tian quintet
near capacity driving in, Tuls was a bear on biggestof the season for the Dutch.
book is filled with fascinating teammates, were the Dutch rep- United States that did not proa per.
crowd of 2,400 fans turned out to defense, keeping the Warriorsin The locals still were not having a
material for the reader of histori- resentativeson the all - Invitation-For the most part Industry of all
witness the tilt despite the win- plenty of trouble. The main gun tot night at the hoop, however,
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
cal novels. It should be of special al Tournament team selected by types had a year with substantial
in the Muskegon offense was ST’ as they hit on 19 out of 72 for a
try weather.
OM man winter la with us official- interest to the music world as It is The Sentinel following the two- income. Farm Incomes are far
The win gave the Hollanders a Ken Van Dyke, who connected for 26 per cent average. Following
ly, and, accordingto the Michi based on the life of Wolfgang Mobelow any other segment of our
4-4 mark for the season and was U from hit pivot position. He was Tuls with 20, Klaver had 16 for
day tourney Saturday night.
gan Heart Aisoclatlon,we had bet- zart. This is the first novel written
industry. Michigan farm account
their seoond over the Muskegon also tha big man on the boards for the Dutch. Ron Vandenberg was
Benes, 6'10" and the tallest man
ter Rlv* thought to “winterizing” by Austrian-born Grun who is the
facts show that last year the labor
outfit The Warrion now have a th liers.
second high tor the Warriorswith
In the tourney, led aH of the scorourselvesas well as our bouses author of several lographlesof ers with 51 points for the two income on (the average farm In
5-2 mark, both of their loeiei comMuskegon opened the scoring in nine.
and automobiles.
musicians, including Prince of games and turned in his best de- this area was a negative 5126
ing at the hands of the local Ma- th contest and lumped out to a
Christian’s next game* will be
"Too many people”, aays E. A. Vienna.
which meant that the farmers
roons.
34) lead In the first two minutes next Tuesday when they entertain
fensive work of the season, blockIrvin, M. D., Dearborn, president
THE WHITE DOVE by Helen ing many shots and reboundinglacked SU8 of meeting all operatAfter the first few minutes of The Dutch quickly collected them- the Zeeland Chlx on the Civic Cening expenses and depreciation and
of the association,"fail to realize Corse Barney portrays the land of
the contest, the Dutch took over selves and moved Into • M mar- ter court.
off both boards.
yielded a 5 percent return cn farm
that winter can be very hard on the Everglades—the land of the
and were never in serious diffi- gin — never to trail again In the
Vander Hill, who pumped 46 In
Box scores:
Investment It was the first year
hearts. It's no coincidence that the alligator,the panther, the rattleculty. A terrific defense set up by contait At the end of the first
the two games, was deadly from
since 1933 that labor Income averHolland Chr. (16)
incidence of heart attacks is much snake, and the quicksand..The
Coach
Art
Tula’
club
completely
stanza,
Holland
led
94.
outcourt with a two-hand set shot
FG FT PF TP
aged negative
greater during the winter months, author achieves an engaging novel
Balanced scoring In the seoond
bottledup the double pivot attack
reminiscent of the Ets Klelnjans
and all of us must learn to take it in dealing with a race barrier of days for Hope in the early 40'i; There are reasons for these low
of the invaders and kept them period gave the Dutch their Mg> Klaver, f .........3 10 3 16
0 4 2
prices.For one thing, there is an
hatred. Light reading, rich In
arUttle easier.”
shooting outcourt most of the af- gait bunt of the tUt With Klaver, Klaasen.f ««•>..«• 1
Added to t his, the Long Island over production of farm commodiKool
o
..
5
4 9
Wearing heavy, bulky clothes, Indian lore and humor.
ternoon.
Roger Mulder and Herm Tula all
6’1" freshman hit several times
Miss Marcio Elaine Bouws
5 3 11
overshoes and rubbers, fighting THE GIRL HE LEFT BEHIND on jump shots and aided Hope in ties. Our present agriculture Is
threw in Mulder, g
The Dutch paced by Jim Kool, connecting, tha
geared on a war-time production Mr. and Mrs. Richard Bouws of Dave Klaver and Ned Joldersma 21 mark ere while the knera were Tuls, g ...
6
2 20
icy winds, slippery sidewalks and by Marlon Hargrove at the request
getting early game leads.
0 7
1
snow drifts,and even the mere of practicallynobody has come out Phil Payne and Willie Fox were basis. The average output on our 68 West 20th St., announce the en- had good control of the boards, collectingbut 11 Moat of the Mua- Bos. g ....
farms Is 48% above the average gagement of their daughter, forclng many fouls on the part of kegon goals were from outcoourt Muerer, f .........0 0 2 0
effort of the body in combatting to plague us with another very
the choices from Central team for for the years of 1935 to 1939 and
Marcia Elaine, to Richard Lee the out-positionedWarriors.The against the Dutch collapsing de- Joldersma,f ....... 0 0 1 0
the cold, all make the heart work funny side-kickto See Here, Privthe team. Payne, a solid center,
12% above 1947 to 1949. Another Plagenhoef. son of Mr. and Mrs. locals capitalisedat the foul lane fense. Christian lad 30-19 at half- Mouw, t ....... .... 0 0 1 0
harder and faster. Add to this the ate Hargrove. 'Nuf said?
WILL NOT RUN FEB. 22ND by made 46 points, did • lot of re- reason for low Income on farms Is Neal Plagenhoefof 225 West 28th by hitting27 out of 38 tries. Mus- time.
strain put on the heart by winter
bounding and was outstanding In that the labor costs on farms is
Caskie
Stinnett Is all about com
Totals 19 27 20
St.
Infectionsand even such a strong
kegon also did well here, getting Ooach Elmer Walcott's Warriors
his pivot play.
too high. The solution to these probmuting
life
and
Is
hilariously
Both are graduates of Holland 16 out of 29.
organ as the heart may have
Muskegon
Chr (40)
rallied
briefly
at
the
start
of
the
Teammate Fox, possessing a lot lems Is not easy. The government
funny— especiallyto people who
High School. Miss Bouws is attendtrouble.
FG FT PF TP
Holland’splay was much Inv third quarter to coma within nine
of
spring,
hit on jump shots from program in the form of the Soil
-This advice applies particularly commute. "Commuting,” says the
ing
Hope
College
and
Mj.
Plagenproved
over
the
performance
at
Sikkenga,
f
....
5
points.
This
was
as
close
as
they
the corners, especiallyin the first Bank Plan may have some effect
hocf will enter Western Michigan Grand Rapids last week. The Tula- could come, however si the Ma- Meyering,f ...
to those past 40 who may not be author, "is man’s first and last
4
tourney
game
and
was’
another
4$oustomed to strenuous exercise pioblem of the day. He's not ready strong rebounder. Both Payne and on overall production and have a College in Kalamazoo. An August men were content to match the roons once again turned on the Van Dyke, c .
16
tendency to raise prices. However
or undue physical exertion. This to face It In the morning because Fox are sophomores.
wedding is being planned.
4
Warriors at their controlgame, al steam. Tub hit for nine points In Heethuis, g ...
It takes time for such a program to
group especially must learn to he’s not at his best, and he’s too Marv Arnold, 5’9’’ E a r 1 h a
though they did use the fast break the period as tha Dutch were tak- Vandenberg,g
9
'Take It Easy". Learn to shovel tired to face It courageously In the guard, rounds out the team. Hot take effect.
0
on occasion. Christian also used ing' a 46-29 third-quarter buldge Flickema,f ...
The
apparent
solution seems to
evening."
snow in stages Instead of all at
the pressing defense periodically It was pretty much the same Vander Wei, I
from
out
court,
Arnold
made
47
be that farmers themselves will
THE CUP OF FURY by Upton
once, and perhaps you had better
throughout the tilt, forcing sever- story in the final eight minutes
points in the two games, Includ- have to take the initiative in estableave the strenuous sports to the Sinclairdelves Into the private
Totals 12 16 21 40
al Muskegon mfsplays.
with the locals holding command
lishinga sound grading and marlives of prominent writers, who ing 28 against Hope.
youngsters.
Dave
Parks,
Eastern
Michigan
warninglyshow how social drinkketing program for thtir own comBut, for all of us. young, middle
center, leads the second team seaged or elderly, the Michigan ing can get a tenacious hold on the lections.The 6’5" hulking center modities. The production of all
crops in the county this past year
E.
E.
Heart Association,a United Fund unwary and the vulnerable.
had 47 points In the two games was rather spotty. With the late
THE
POPES
ON
YOUTH
by
Agency, offer the followingsuggesand was Eastern’s board man.
wet spring,our spring sown grains
Raymond B. Fullman,S.J. This
tions for "winterizing” ourselves:
Bill Stephens, the Hurona floor did not do too well. However,wheat
a collection of papal principlesex
for
1. Have a complete physical
traded. from the encyclicals,mes general, is one of the guards on and com made fairly good crops
checkup by your family physician.
sages and addresses of the recent the second team along with Elzie this year. Blueberry production
H. E. Morse and R. E. Baifeer
2. Do your winter work and play
Popes— Leo XHI, St. Pius X, Bene- Lewis champ of the Central State was down considerably from what
stayed tied for first place in Gty
at a pace that will not make you
dict XV, Pius XI, and Plus XH and jumpers.
it was in other years. However,
League basketball play following
over tired. _
provides guidance for parents,edu
Ray Ritsema,Hope's fine fresh- prospects are that there will be a
Wednesday night games in the
3. Keep your weight down to norcators, and all who form and guide man who sank 30 in the tourney, better crop next year.
Armory.
Ttillp diy LtagM
mal.
young people. Includes an exhaus- and Dwayne Queemer, another
The market for eggs this past
GRAND RAPIDS (Special)
But the showdown oomee up
L
4. Get plenty of rest.
small Earlham o u t c o u rt scor- year was down. Prices were the
tive topical Index.
next week at 7 p.m. when the two
18
Holland Christian's nemesis, a Russ Drive In ........ 46
5. Avoid infections.
RECENT BOOKS (Non-FicUon er, are the forwards.
lowest that they have been for
24% teams battle for sole possession of
For further informationabout — Machen, What is Christianity;
two-pointdefeat,cropped up again Peoples State Bank ..,39%
years. Poultry producers have had
Steffens Market ...... 38% 25% the top spot. In the first meeting
heart disease, write to HEART Price, Early Will I Seek Thee;
here
Thursday
night
on
the
Civic
a hard time making the income
of the two club#, More* stopped
28
care of your local post office.
Auditoriumcourt, as the Maroons Jaarda’s............... 36
Good, A History of American Edufrom their flocks large enough to
Bowling
Unes
........ 34% 29% Barber but then Hollander Bevbowed to a fired - up Grand Rapcation; Wolfe, The Letters of
pay their costs. The milk situation
38
erage upset Morse to gWe both
ids Christianquintet, 47-45. A Holland Electric ...... 28
Thomas Wolfe.
in jthe county seems to be a bit
dubs one Ion.
Maplewood
Cleaners
25%
38%
crowd estimated close to 3,800
There there are several books
better. With increased markets in
Miss Albcrtha Ortmon
In games Wednesday, Morse de54
fans
the
traditional Hekman Rusk ........ 10
by White on the Jungler Doctor
this area prices have come up
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Ortman of
High games
Woldring, 202, feated Zeeland Lumber and Suphomecoming
tilt
between
the
two
series, Humorous Introductionsfor
slightly.However, there is still route 2, announce the engagement
199; J. Veldman,185; J.Woss, 182; ply, 50-42 and R. E. Barber took
Emcees (Brings) New Guide for
room for improvement in the milk of their daughter, Albcrtha, to clubs.
HAVEN
(Special)
P .Doan, 182; L. Bouman, 179; A. the measure of HollanderBeverThe
loss
was
Holland's
third
Toastmasters(Prochnow)and Fun
price. Production of dairy products James Miedema, son of Mr. and
In
age, 7083.
Sgt. Milton Swingle of the Grand
Upchick,
IH.
and Games (Pratt). The heart of
as many eggs, and as much meat Mrs. George Oedema, 230
of. uthe se”?n- 10
Standings:
High series — C. Woldring, 558;
fact the Dutch, who now have
the Hunter (Marshall) Bent’s Fort Haven post of Michigan State Po- per animal unit through a good Eighth St.
L
lice
reported
Monday
that
122
L.
Bouman,
499;
A.
Lipchlk.
494;
3-4
record,
have
lost
all
of
their
(Lavender),the Circle of Guilt
feeding and breeding program as
ff. E. Morse
.......
1
T.
Skow,
479;
E.
Teuilnk,
472.
tickets
were
issued
by
his
depart(Wutham), and It All Started with
ball games by a grand total of
possible.
R. E. Barber ......
1
ment already over the New Year’s
Eve (Armour).
just 10 points.Grand Rapids now
The number of dairy farms has
4
Hollander Beverage •••* .1
Sportsman League
Four teams are knotted for first FICTION— Charter is, The Saint weekend.
steadily decreasedduring the last
has a 3-3 mark for season play.
4
Zeeland
Lumber
...
L
On
Dec.
28
there
was
45,
on
Dec.
Several factors contributed to
five years. There was a reduction
place in the C Recreation league Around the World; Dean, Marked
0
Van
Wleren
Tile
. ......
4
for Murder; Llewellyn, Warden of 29 there were 51 tickets issued, and in the number of herds by 18 perthe locals' downfall, not the least
basketball race and three teamj
With Dave S o h r e u r coming
0
the Smoke and Bells; Beals, Taste on Dec. 30 there were 26.
cent. The number of cows was reof which, was themselves. Many Dairy Queen ......
through with 23 points, divided 12
are riding along on top in the B of Glory; Bloomfield,Russian Most of the tickets were for duced by only a small percentage
1
costly mechanicalerrors, such as Van Wleren Serv. ....... 3
and 11 In each half, the Morse
1
Recreationleague following Wed- Roulette; Van Lhin, Police Your speeding, however two drunk which means that the cattle that
throwingthe ball In from out of Kuite Decorators ...... 3
five took Zeeland by seven points.
2
drivers from Muskegon County were sold from the herds of farmbounds, careless fouling and the Short Cut Garage ...... 2
nesday night action in Civic Cen- Planet.
Outs coring the Lumbermen 312
Fendts
Auto
Serv.
were
arrested in Muskegon County ers going out of business were purOther
books
on
fiction
that
may
like, were responsible for a good
ter.
21 In the second half Morse had
3
deal of the Maroons’ difficulties. Schlltz .................. 1
Two of the B league teams. Ter interest our readers are Written on Friday night and art being held In chased by the farmers who are
no trouble erasing a 2149 halftime
3
Another big factor was the forc- VFW .............
Haar’s' Clothing and Jack and Water (Baum), Birdwatcher's the county jail there to appear in staying in the milk business but
deficit. The score at the end of
4
Nykamp
Ins .....
court
Wednesday
morning.
Quarry
(Coles),
Blind
Tiger
that
the
total
production
had
ining of Coach Art Tuls to break
Earl's Texaco, won games by forthe first quarter was 7-4 In favor
4
(Standish), The Warrior (Slaughcreased.
up a clicking combinationdue to Bobs Sport Shop
feit to stay tied for the top rung
High games— M. Van Dyke, 235; of Morse.
The poultry business is on the
fouls. After the Dutch were lookwith Dutch Novelty, 60-55 winners ter), The CalendarEpic (Kubeck),
The winners led 3744 at the
Rachel Cade (Mercer), All Other
increase in Ottawa County. There
ing good and hitting well with a R. Humbert, 220, 203; W. Miller.
over Siam’s Mobilgas.
close of three quarters.
214; L. Kiner, 213.
Ground (Briggs), and several new
are 270,000 more laying hens in
six-point
first
quarter
lead,
Tuls
Overkamp's Washer Parts won mysteries.
Pvt. Eugene Spoelman of Fort the county than there were five
Following Schreur was Earl
High series—M. Van Dyke, 578;
had to replace Dave Klaver end
its fourth game against two losses
Leonard Wood, Mo., is spending a years ago.
L. Kiner, 550; R. Humbert, 546; W. Sohipper with 11 points and Ron
Cal
Klaasen,
his
best
shooter
and
with a 74 - 34 shellacking of Fox
14-day furlough with his parents,
Miller, 544; D. Ash, 518; L Haef- Nykamp with nine. Other Morse
Our emphasis in the future will
his best rebounder.
Jewelers. Gene Vander Sluis scor- Dann Office Employes
Mr. and Mrs. C. Spoelman.
scorers Included: Taima, 2; Kole,
ner, 504.
be to promote a sound marketing
Both
clubs
threw
up
fine
defened 26 for the winners and
The various homes in this com- program for the farmers in this
2 and Bekius, 3.
Enjoy
Smorgasbord
ses.
Coach
Wes
Vryhof
kept
the
Helder had 12 for the Jewelers.
munity were the scenes of happy county. We will have the assistance
Art Klamt led the losers with 14
Thursday
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Hollanders from working the ball
Botsis Beverage kept pace with
The Charcoal Grill of the Pant- family gatherings for the Christ- in 1957 of a marketing specialist
points and Dionese followed with
Hl-Lo Doubles
in
close
for
easy
shots,
while
the
the other leaders with a 33-22 vic- lind Hotel in Grand Rapids was mas season.
10. Other scorers were Hoeaee, 8;
in the field of vegetables and small
Hollanders did the same, concen- C. Walker— M. Teuslnk ...... 975
tory over Kitchen Planning. Bill the scene of a post-Christmas parHarold Steffens has returned to fruits. We have a promise of anMiss Myra Gail Boeve
B. Slagh-J. Slager ......... 938 Kraai, 5; Poest, 3 and Van Den
trating
mainly
on
the
Eagles’
big
Kurth paced Botsis with 11 and ty for the women office employes Houghton to continue his studies other marketing specialistin the
J. Fris -M. Peters ......... 923 Bosch, 2.
Red Martin had 10 for the Plan- of W. E. Dunn Mfg. Co. on Thurs- at Michigan Tech after spending field of poultry. With these addi- Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Boeve, center, Hank De Mots. The big H. Kole-F. Walker ......... 868
route 5, announce the engagement 6'4" pivot man tallied 15 markners.
the holiday season with his par- tional two.men on the staff I am of their daughter, Myra Gail, to
day evening.
R. E. Barber started fait and
ers, but got five via the foul A Vander Sluis— I. Brummer 866
- The West End Merchants handGifts were exchangedand a ents, Mr. and Mrs. John Steffens. sure that the income of the farm- John Junior Mast, son of Mrs,
Ugh
games—
Mr.— B Slagh, 213; continued to pick up speed in
Hii
route and two baskets on tippeded Steffens Market is s^ond smorgasbord dinner was enjoyed. The Rev. and Mrs. G. A. Aal- ers In this county can be im- Henry R. Mast of Drenthe.
Walker, 210; Mrs. M. Peters, knockingoff the Beverage.
in foul shots.
•traight defeat,32-30 and in so doAttending were the Misses Ber- berts and family were guests New proved. Our program will be
Four Barber players hit in dou164? 3. Frls, ITT; M. Draper, 172; L
Holland,after leading throughing tied with the Markets for first, tha Rutgers, Anna Slag, Shirley Year’s Day with the family of geared to help the farmers help
ble figures to make matters easiout much of the first half, had a Brummer, 171.
putting four teams on the top rung. Kuyers, Shirley Craig, Lorraine Mr. and Mrs. Larry Cook at themselves.
er.
bad third quarter which saw the High series-Mr.-B. Slagh, 574;
Ron Kuite led the Merchants with Knoll, Lillian Knoll and the Mes- Grand Rapids.
Paced by John JeRes and Dick
C.
Walker,
W8;
R.
Eash.
524; Mrs.
Eagles forge into a good lead.
nine points and Ted Boeve had 10 dames Lily Westing, Betty MiskotThe Rev. and Mrs. Fred LigtenM. Peters, 491; W. Woltman, 471. Plagenhoef the winners jumped to
Then
with
starting
five
back
infor Steffens.
ten, Harriet Deur and Marian berg of Muskegon called on Mr.
a 2542 first quarter advantageand
tact, the Dutch moved right Into
In B league play. Ter Haar’s won Faber. Unable to attend were the and Mrs. Richard Vruggink last
although outsoored 1640 In the
Victory League
the battle and had several good
by forfeit from Zion Lutheran and Mesdames Ruth Young, Marge week Thursday afternoon.
second quarter held a comfortaL
opportunities
to
tie
the
count
In
Jack and Earl's from Suburban Barendse and Mary Garveling.
The male chorus providedthe
ble 35-28 halftime advantage.
18
the last two minutes. An all-court Holland Reliable .... ...38
Furniture.
special music at the Sunday evenBarber's scored 16 points to the
In
Vogue
Coffee Shop ..
19
press
by
the
Dutch
rattled
the
Borr's Bootery rolled over Teering service.
losers 14 in the third quarter and
Holland
Electric
....
23
Grand Rapids club plenty and
man Hardware, 65-39 with Paul
The Senior C. E. held a watch
maintaineda seven-point lead, 5129
could have cost them the ball Draper's Market .... ..27
Several persons appeared in
Duey pumping 12 for the winners Little
night party Monday in the church
•: •
Ruby’s
Apparel
.....
31
game,
had
the
locals
been
able
while Jim Teerman had 10 for the
MunicipalCourt the last several
basement.
Jeltes and Plagenhoef led the
32
Bon Ton ............
to cash in.
Hardware five.
Mr. and Mrs. John Vander Wal days, and the cases were prowinners with 16 points each while
From the field the locals out- Looman’s Body Shop ..24 32 Ken Schippers followedwith 15
Dutch Novelty received a scare
and Mr. and Mrs. Henry Vander cessed as follows:
40
scored the winners 20-14, but fell Kleii Real Estate ... ..16
but finallysubdued pesky Siam’s
Wal spent last week Friday eveHigh games
B. Ooms, 224; and Jun Bremer connected for U.
Jeanette Jordan, of 220 West
behind at the foul lane. The Eagles
Mobilgas. Gord Grevengoedled the
ning with Miss Ursla Kunzi at her
Other Barber scorers were: Klucollected on '19 out of 32, while L Beelen, 194; M. Draper, 186;
Eighth St., liquor to minor. 529.70;
winners with 21 and John Van Holland Christian's Little Ma- home in Grand Rapids.
kos, 7 and Fortney, 5.
the Dutch had but five out of 16. J. Frii, 163.
Iwaarden and Bill Fortney each roons posted their sixth win of the
Donald Poortenga of Brandon, Howard Hulsman, 18, of 315 West
Lou Van Dyke had his hottest
High
aeries
B.
Ooms,
5
Sparked
by
Dave
Klaver
with
12th
St.,
right
of
way,
517;
Helen
had 10 for Siam's.
season New Year’s afternoon on Wis.. spent a few days last week
night of the season and racked
some terrificoutcourt shoooting I. Beelen, 520; J. Fris, 497;
B'League Standings
at the Albert Elzinga home and Schurman, of 108 East 39th St.,
up 20 points to be high point man
the Dutch looked sharp in the first Woltman, 483.
L the Civic Center court when they also called on other relatives In speeding 40 in 25, 515 suspended
in the game, Bob (Shorty) Van
trounced
the
Muskegon
Christian
after traffic school: Patricia
period and moved out to a 14-8 ad. 5
1
this area.
Dyke followed one point behind.
Commercial League
vantage. Klaver hit on four
. 5
1 reserve squad, 60-32. It was the
The Roy La Hub family was Beverwyk Dokter, 20, of 486 West
Ken Bauman had 15. Rog Beck1
straight from out.
. 5
1 second win of the season for the informed of the birth of a baby 32nd St, speeding 39 in 25. 514
Ter Haar’s Clothing
man's six and Del Koop's three
Miss Sollyonn Peck
It was a different story in the Holland Ready Roofing 4
2 locals over the Muskegon outfit. girl to Mr. and Mrs. Fred La suspendedafter traffic school.
rounded out the aooring.
Cumerford’s
Restaurant
4
Owen
Rottschaefer,
19,
route
4,
The engagement of Miss Sally- second period, however,with both
The Hollandersbuilt up a 20- Huis of Grand Rapids last week
. 2
4
speeding 38 in 25, 513; Roger ann Peck to Robert Decker of Klaver and Klaasen on the bench. Standard Lumber ...... 4
. 2
4 point first-half lead and then play- Friday.
'Kitchen Shower Fetes
Nienhuis,of 11 East 15th St., South Haven has been announced The winners started to find the O'Brien Paints ........ 3
5
ed consistent ball In the second
. 1
Siam’s Mobilgas

’Looking Glass

Warns

Oa Tourney

Hazards
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Johannas D. Roelofs

4

. 2

2
2
2
2

4
6

\

Home
ZEELAND (Special) - Johan-

Dies

at

Zeeland

nas D. Roelofs, 67, died at his
home on route 2, Zeeland, Wednesday after a one month’s ill-

ness.

i

Survivingare the wife, Effie;
one son, Milton and one grand-

half to notch the victory.The tilt
started out as a free scoring affair with the locals taking a 17-14
first quarter lead. Holland really
poured It on In the second quarter,
piling In 18 points while holding
the losers to a single tally to take
a 35-15 halftime lead.

Mrs. Herman G. Vruggink and
Gloria have been assisting with speeding38 in 25, 513; August
Schippa, 37, of 420 West 16th St.,
the household duties at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Stegeman assault and battery, 529.70; Rayat New Groningen. The Stege- mond Arenas, 19, of 370 West 15th
mana are receivingcongratula- St, purchasingliquor with false
documentary evidence, 529.70;
tions on the birth of a baby girl
Dirma A. Knapp, route 4, stop sign
on Dec. 21.

Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit D. VrugMuskegon outsooredthe Dutch gink entertained with a family

13-10 In the third period, but the gathering at their home New
Dutch still led 45-38. Christian, with Year’a Day. Present were: Mr.
reservesplaying a good portion and Mrs. Jarvis Boerman and
of the final atanza again had it an girls of Oakland, Mr. and Mrs.
their way In the last eight minutes. Gerald Vruggink and children of
A total of 15 Maroons got Into the Hudeonville, Mr. and Mrs. Gerald
contest
Van Dyken of Wyoming Park and
Balanced scoring again helped Ronald Vruggink of this place.
the Maroon cause with Vera WedeMr. and Mrs. Robert Betten of
ven leading with 19, followed by Holland visitedtheir parents, Mr.
Jim Holst with 16, Arlyn Lasting and Mrs. Herman Betten and John
with 12, Bob Kapenga with five, Monday.

child, all at home; five brothers, Jack Bouwman, Ron Wlndemufler Mr. and Mrs. Harokl Vruggink,
John of Edgerton, Minn., Dick of and Ben Boneelaar with two each. Preston and Faith attended a
Sioux Center, Iowa, Fred of Mulder led Muskegon with 12.
chicken dinner last SaturdayeveDrenthe, Henry of Vriesland and
ning at Bosch's Restaurant In
Bert of route 3, Holland.
Zeeland in honor of the birthday
Service!
Set
Funeral serviceswill be held
%
anniversaryof their mother and
Saturday at 2 p.m. at the Baron Funeral services for Miss Helene grandmother, Mrs. Effie VrugFuneral Home with the Rev. A De Goed, 56, former Christian gink.
Rozendahl officiating. Burial will school teacher here who died Wedbe In West Drenthe Cemetery. nesday at Pine Rest, will be held John Ten Cite, son of Mr. and
Friends may meet the family at Friday at 2 p.m. in Dykstra Mrs. Ben Ten Cate, 851 Paw Paw
the funeral home Friday from 2 Funeral Chapel. The Rev. Marvin Dr., received his discharge shortVanderwerp, pastor of Ninth ly before Christmas after serving
to 4 and 7 to 9 pjn.
Street Christian Reformed Church, three years in the Army. He and
A regular meeting of the Eagle will officiate and burial will be in his wife, the former Marjorie
Auxiliary will be held Friday at Pilgrim Home Cemetery. Friends Bronkhorst, daughter of Mrs. Anne
8 p.m. In the hall. A meeting for may call at the funeral chapel Bronkboret, are living oa East
Ninth
V
from 7 to 9 tonight
omcets-ia.adieduled
for 7:30.

Found

St

,*

•

,

causing accident, 512-

William Arnold Pate, of 120^
West Ninth St, speeding 50 in 30,
520; Agnes Boerigter, of 66 East
32nd St, right of way to through
traffic, 512; Leo Zych, of 152 Fairbanks Ave., assured clear distance,
512; Mary Lou Nykamp, Hudsonville, failure to control car, 512.
Marvin Ter Haar, of 171 Highland Ave., speeding, 515; Gilbert
Lamar, route 1, speeding 45 in 30,
515; Raymond H a s j e s, of 121
Sprue* Ave., speeding45 in 25,
520; Preston BrunseU, route 1,
speeding 40 in 25, 515; Carole
Jeanne Poll, of 48 West 35th St.,
speeding45 in 30, 515; Russell
Slot, of 68 West 27th St, speeding
38 in 25, 513.

by her parents, Mr. and Mrs. range and soon had narrowed the
James Peck of route 1, East count to 16-13. Holland held the
Saugatuck. Mr. Decker is the son lead until just before the half
of Mr. and Mrs. Walter Decker of when Vryhof’s quint took a 24-23
South Haven. Plans are being I intermission buldge.
After the Maroons had taken
made for a June wedding.

Zwiep’s Seed Store ..... 1
Felon's Sunoco ........ 0
V. F. W .................0

Holland Motor Express .0
High games — B. Nedeau, 233;
D. Boers, 213; E. PhilUps. 209
27-24 lead to start the second half, M. Tubergen,205; V. Kraal, 203
their troubles began. While they B. Gals ter, 203; L. Walker, 200.
High series — B. Nedeau, 567
were committing the costly errors,
Grand Rapids was quick to seize K. Kadwell, 568; M. Tubergen
the opportunity and soon overtook 554; D. Boere, 551; J. Weener, 545;
the Dutch. By the end of the third, W. Wlodarczyk,545; H. Bakker,
the winners held their biggest ad- 539; H. De Neff, 538; R. Wolters,
534; G. Moeller, 526; J. Marcus,
vantage, 39-33.
Holland, once again started to 523; T. Schreur,523; V. Kraai,
roll In the fourth stanza, and in 522; B. Gals ter, 516; L. Walker,
‘1
a couple of minutes had the legd 506; J. Shashaguay,504; F. Wlerwhittled to 41-40. Finally after the da, 504; C Knoolhuizen, 503; H.
Dutch tied the count on * foul Ehrich, 502.
shot, the determined Eagles rose
to the occasion and again forged
a 46-41 margin. The Dutch with Meurer, f **•••••••• 1
the aid of the pressingdefense Bos, f
----0
gave their all In the final seconds, Otte, c •*•«••«•••• .0
but it wasn’t quite enough.
Weener, g .......... 0
Klaver had himself the hottest
...Totals.. .20 5 21 45
night of the season as he pumped In 12 baskets for 24 points
despite the fact that he spent
Grand Rapids Christian (47)
t -m.
FG FT PF TP
good part of the first half on the
de
bench. De Mbts led Grand Rap- Brummel, ----- 1
ids with 15.
Hoeksema, .......
4
Miss Ho Jean Baas
Holland Christian (45)
De Mots, c ........
3 15
Mr. and Mrs. James Baas, 40
FG FT PFTP Haaksma, g .......
0
East 19th SL announce the engageDe Vos, g ......
5 2 13
Klaver, f
ment of their daughter, Ha Jean, Klaasen, f ......... 0
0 De Meester,
2
2
..........
2
2
to Nicholas Alan Yonker, son of Kool, c ...
5 Mulder,
3 7
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Yonker of Mulder, g ..... ... 3

SL

Wi

IPM

BH

—

---

Jerome Houtman, 17, route 4,
speeding 36 in 25, 5U; WiUiam
Kraal, 19, of 337 West 16th St,
liquor in car, 524.70; Cornelius
Harthorn, route 1, speeding 40 in
30, 510; Roger Jacobs, Hamilton,
speeding 35 in 25, 510; Norman
Harry Buursma, of 136 East 20th
St., speeding, 55; David Bradshaw
Perkins, of 683 Park Ave., speeding 35 in 25, 510; Merle Tubergen,
of 231 East 16th St., speeding.510- route

IvrP
mM*.

*wW

f

f

.

6.

Tuls,

g

2

0 4
1 2
1
0 1
>

g

f

4

Totals -

Miss Barbara Slagh
A kitchen shower was held last
Thursday in honor of Miss Barbara Slagh, bride-elect of Robert
Vos of Kalamazoo.Mrs. Robert
Hoeksema was hostess for the
event held at the home of Mrs.
Adrian Moes. *

Th# guest of honor opened her
gifts under a yellow and white
umbrella under which were spring
flowers arranged to resemble a
flower garden. Games were played
and duplicate prizes awarded to
Mrs. Charles Smeenge, Mrs. Bertel
Slagh and Mrs. Franklin Van
Dyke. A two-course luncheon was
served.

Guests Invited were the Mes-

dames

Bertel Slagh, Keith Routing, FranklinVan Dyke. Gene
Scholtcn, Charles Smeenge, and
Miss Mary Hacklander, all of

Holland;Mrs. Horace Prange of
Kalamazoo, Mrs. Daniel De Graaf
of Grand Rapids, Mrs. John De
Weert of Ann Arbor and Mrs.
Richard CoffiU of New Brunswick,
N. J.

0 13
2
18
5 5
3
16 Tommy Bolhuli, eon of Mr. and
4
0
2
Grand ......
0
0

14

19

R«t

i
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Hot First Half

in

Seminary Chapel

Many Cases Here
Last Few

Days

Many cases were processedin
Municipal Court the last several

Mkhigan

days.
Two

Hits 107 Points

Soppfes Cushion ^

Vows Spoken

Court Processes

Hope Defeats Central State
T o Win Invitational T oumey
Eastern

J, 1957

.

\

persons pleaded guilty

drunk

driving charges.

to

Howard

Blackwell, 48, route 1, Fennville,

6M1

For

Hope

won the Hope Invitationaltournament Saturdaynight with a 6WH.
win over Central State in a contest thoroughly enjoyed by everyone of the 1,700 fans because of

the

Hope

or 30 days. He did not
pay immediately,Jennings Cleo

its sparkling play.

The Dutch sailed to a ridiculously big lead in the first half,
but ran ai stiff as wind they had
stirred up from Central State in
the final 20 minutes.
Unusuallyhot in the first few
minutes, Hope jumped to 12-2, 204 and 24-8 margins in the first 10
minutes. At one point it got as

ing so.

L. W.

Lamb

32-8.

RoadComniisskia

First off, the Quakers, from
Richmond, Ind., had some different ideas on the subject and didn’t give up until 13:16 of the second half.
Added to this was a couple of

Central State, on the other hand,
sank only five baskets in an ice
cop - on - the - corner officials who
cold performance and made only
were blowing whistles practically
16 points in the first 20 minutes
at every turn and it got to the point
They took 35 shots to finish the
the boys were afraid to set up
half with 14 per cent
any formations or scrap for the
Hope hit 18 out of 51 in the first | GRAjjd HAVEN (Special)
ball because of the fear of being
half for 35 per cent in dominat- Lamb of Holland was reelected called for body brushing.
ing the offense. Warren VanderL^jj^an0; the Ottawa County
A total of 50 fouls were charged
Hill, 61” freshman guard, hit the
Commission for 1957 Thurs- in the game and Earlham lost
first basket of the game 16 secthe commission decided give men, four starters,and Eastends after the start, Jun Buurs- to re-advertise for bids for pav- ern three men, two regulars, by
ma swished three .one-hand set I ing, project* on Byron Road east the foul route.
shots and Paul Benes came in for 0j> Zeeland Lakewwod Blvd.. beIt was a close ball game for
three to pace the basket
the Beeline Road and old the first 10 minutes of play with
Hope’s varied pattern of
^rth 0f Holland,
the lead changing four times, but
ing a
ouVl
of Spring in the second 10 minutes of the

Reelects

Bradley, 35, Grandville, paid fine

Invitational basketball

tournament was that the Huron*
were the first team in Civic Center this year to eclipse the 100polnt mark.
Eastern did that by scoring a
107-90 win over Earlham in the
losers’ bracket of play. But they
had a mighty frustratingtime do-

Lamb

^d

Ljay

assessed fine and costs of

$109.70

About the only consoling thing
as far as Eastern Michigan was
concernedin winning the consolation game here Saturdaynight in

College's basketball team

high as

was

ToStopEarlhani

Victory

NOW BEING USED— The

huge pipes which lingered alongside
Holland streets for a time and then caused traffic to be re-routed
while they were being put in place are now all undergroundand
are being used to supply the city with about a sixth of its water.
They’ll be bringing all the city’s water in from Lake Michigan
sometime in January, according to present plans.
(Sentinel photo)

Difficulties

and costs of $104-70.
Herman Morgan, 34. who was
brought here by local officers from
the federal penitentiary at Terre
Haute, Ind.. to face a forgery
charge, waived examination and
was bound over to Circuit Court
to appear Jan. 14. He is out on
$100 bond. The charge involves a
$50 check.
Allen Rew Beck, 23, Grand Rapids, pleaded guilty to a charge of
simple larceny involving metal
from the West Michigan Die Casting Co. and will return for sentence la^er.
John Morris, 21, Grand Rapids
was bound over to Circuit Court
at an examinationFriday after-

n

m

Overcome, Lake Michigan noon on a charge of impersonating IIS
an

Now Supplies Sixth

of City’s

officer.

A case against Herbert Heaton,
23 Paw Paw, charged with larceny by conversion involving An

Water

Full-scaleuse of Holland's $10,- over completely sometime in Janu- automobile, was dismissedat ex
000,000pipeline system froqi Lake ary.
amination Friday on motion of the
One of the most interesting prosecutor.
Michigan to the city didn’t come
by Christmas as had been hoped. phases of putting the system toExaminations have been reLabor difficulties at the filtra- gether — as far as' sidewalkob- scheduled for Jan. 11 at 2 p.m. for
tion plant site at Tunnel Park and servers were concerned — came Charles II. Johnson,27, Allegan,
a tie-up -eused by a nation-wide L October when a pair of cranes and Floyd -Decker, 30, Allegan,
steel strike did their part to de- dropped a couple of huge sections charged with giving false informaof pipe across the Black River. tion for obtainingcredit. Comlay completion of the system.
But Holland was tastinglake wa- The job took a full day. as one plaint against the two men was
ter by the first of the year, never- crane pushed from the bank and signed by the treasurer of the Holtheless. It took an emergency another floated on a barge and land Central Trades Credit Union.

Mr. and Mrs. Dennis De Haan

Western TheologicalSeminary
Chapel was the scene of the double
ring ceremony uniting Miss Doro-

(Prince photo)
tured V-necklines and three-quarter-length sleeves. They carried
colonialbouquets of white ponpons
with yellow centers and their headpieces were bands of white ponpons, also with yellqw centers.

thy Jeanne Schipperand Dennis
James De Haan in marriage Dec.
22. Dr. Martin R. De1 Haan,
Anthony Haaksma, accompanied
assisted by the Rev. Herbert
Vander Lugt, performed the rites by Ken Louis, organist,sang "Bebefore a setting of palms, bouquets cause,” "Wedding Prayer” and
of white mums and candelabra. "The Lord's Prayer.”
first half Earlham took command
I Lake was elected v5ce chairman
Jay De Haan assisted as best
White bows marked the pews.
brwk definitely “J Hi! of the commission at the regular and appeared on the way to a comHoward Pigeon, 18, of 95 Burke The bride is the daughter of Mr. man and ushers were Paul Schipcreated by one of the city’s well pulled.
meetin8Projectswere paratively easy win.
Within the city, drivers swerv- Ave., was sentenced to serve five and Mrs. Julius F. Schipper of 215 per. Thurman Rynbrandt and RichHie 10-minute score favored the g > i n g dry, but water came
ed around excavations on Pine days on a disorderly - drunk South State, Zeeland. The groom ard Frost.
Quakers 27-26 and four minutes through the pipes on Dec. 12.
At 'first, a half-milliongallons Ave., 16th St.. River Ave. and Van charge. The alleged offense occur- is the son of Mrs. Ralph De Haan
A reception for 150 guests was
later the lead pushed to 10 points
and then boosted to 12 points,59- were pumped in to replenish the Raalte Ave. as the big pipe was red Dec. 22. James Rozeboom, 30, of 38 South Elm, Zeeland, and the held in the Commons Room following the ceremony. Mr. and Mrs.
dwindlingsupply. From then on, laid through to tie-in points in the of 570 Maple Dr., paid fine and late Ralph De Haan.
47 at halftime.
The bride chose a floor-length Norwood Hubell were master and
costs of $29.70 on a disorderly Earlham kept this margin for partialuse of the system became city.
As the year closed, minot fi- drunk charge.
gown of slipper satin, with a bodice mistress of ceremonies. Serving at
the first three minutes of the sec- regular, as from 300,000to 500,000
Others appearing were Minnie of chantillylace over satin featur- the punch bowl were Mr. and Mrs.
ond half. Then the fouls began to gallons gushed through daily by nishing detailswere being worked
but Benes Mowed with a tip to in Georgetown township. The petiing a sabrina neckline and long Jack Boerigter and Miss Florence
out at the Tunnel Park filtration Boetto, Canton, HI., red light
really infiltratethe Quaker play the end of the year.
make the score 37-12 for the blg- tion was -for J^al asseswnwt patterns and it wasn’t long before The lake supply, according to plant and the Board of Public accident, $15; Martin De Young, pointed sleeves. A full skirt of Voorhorst and Miss Geraldine
gest margin of the game. The to pay fo/blacktoppli« the streets,
Earlham began to be a bit rat- Board of Public Works Superin- Works was ready to turn on the of 20 East 30th St., speeding 35 nylon tulle over satin was adorned Walcott poured. The gift room was
halftimemaricwas
The commission instructed engl- tled. Hie excited Earlham coach, tendent Guy E. Bell, was provid- pumps full force to get water for in 23-mile zone, $10; William J. with garlands of appliquedlace. in charge of Miss Carolyn Nykerk
As good as Hope was in the neer Henry Stafseth to proceed Merle Rausey, didn’t help matters ing about a sixth of the water pe.sonM, commercial and indus- Ooms, of 452 West 22nd St., speed- Her fingertip veil of scalloped lace and David Simpson. Mrs. George
first half, the Marauder* were with necessary steps to provide
used in the city by the end of trial use from a virtualinexhaus- ing 35 in 25, $15; William Austin was held in place by a Juliet cap of Merz, sister of the bride, took care
any.
even better in the second. They for the setting up of the special Aided by three free tosses and 1956. The unit is supposed to take tible
Barnes, of 87 Manley, speeding 45 chantilly lace framed in seed of the guest book. Waitresses were
were exactly as good from the I assements.
in 25, $24.75; Lavel Church, of 460 pearls and accented by a band of the Misses Suzanne Schipper. Faye
a couple timely baskets, the Hurfloor (18 out of 51) and scored In other business, the commis- ons whittled the 12 points down
Washington,throwingglass on sequins edged with seed pearls. De Witt and Barbara Voorhorst
For a wedding trip to Tennessee
45 points to creep within five at sion received two bids for a vi to four in three minutes and then
She carried a cascade bouquet of
street, $29.70.
the new Mrs. De Haan changed to
the final horn. Hope tallied 23 In brating roller used in patching op- added five more quick points in
Gordon Boer, 18, of 63 West 18th white roses and stephanotis.
on
Mrs. Spencer Sawyer of Wheaton, a beige knit dress, brown tweed
the second half while hitting on erations. The R. G. Moeller Co.
St., careless driving, $30; Ronald
minute to take the lead 70-69
10 out of 32. A fuB<ourt press of Grand Rapids bid was 52,603 at 13:16 mark.
Edgar Green, of 390 Douglas Ave., Bl., was matron of honor. Attend- coat and brown accessories with a
which Central brought out with and one from the Miller Equipspeeding and improper passing, ing as bridesmaids were Miss white rose corsage.
From there on Eastern controlThe bride is a graduate of
Wedding vows were spoken by Injures
them at halftime really bothered ment Co., also of Grand Rapids, led the play. They reached 86 at
$13.90; William StiUe, of 135 Shirley Nice of Wheaton, 111., and
the
was for 51,855. Stafseth pointed the seven-minute mark, sensed the Miss Evelyn Sofia Dworak and
Spruce, liquor in car, $29.70; Mo- Miss Joyce Alberts of Rochester, Wheaton College,Wheaton, Bl. and
Benes’ reboundingand blocking out that the bids were for some- century possibility,and whipped Arthur Henry Ponstein in St Pius
Three persons were injured Sat- desto Rios, of 182 East 17th St., Minn. 'Diey wore identicalgowns is now employed as a teacher. The
shots was a feature of the first what differentmachines. He will through the needed 14 in the next X Catholic Church in Grandville urday afternoon in a two - car failureto report property damage of aqua lagoon velveteen fashioned groom, a graduate of Hope College,
in princess style with ballerina is a student at Western Theological
Saturday, with the Rev. John Mc- headon collision on US-31, near accident, $14.70.
half Hope defense. He continuedmake a recommendation at the two-and-a-halfminutes.
to almost as well in the second next meeting,
Chuck Crickmore,who led the Duffee performingthe ceremony. the junction of old US-31 south James O. Handley, of 33 East length full skirts. The gowns fea- Seminary.
The bride is the daughter of Mr. of Holland.
half but Central was hitting
One plat was approved, Boelen's Hurons with 23, sank the 100th
30th St., speeding 38 in 30-mile
Injured were Kenneth Lynch, 31, zone. $8; John Wayne Kolean, 18,
the shots which went over
subdivision,sections 22 and 23 in point, a layup, and he also hit and Mrs. Joseph Dworak of MattaTwo Pay Fines in
Phil Payne, Central’s 6'3” can- spring Lake township,
the game’s final tally (107) on a wan. The groom is the son of Mrs. Muskegon; Daniel Survillas, 23, route 4, improper changing of
Henry
Ponstein
of Holland and the Kalamazoo; and Kay Kuizenga, 20, lands, $12; Earl Cook, 24, of 89 Sheriff
ter, threw 16 shots in the second
free shot.
Eva Workman’s Court
Grand fcapids. All were taken to Spruce, speeding, $20 suspended
Marv Arnold, who lasted the late Mr. Ponstein.
Neighbor/ Enjoy
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
The bride chose a gown featur- Holland Hospital after treatment after traffic school; Dwayne A.
longest of the Earlham starters,
the wiiberforce,owo quintet Entertainment at Meet
Charles Davis, 31, of 101 Manley
paced tiie scoring with 19. He left ing an empire bodice of reem- at Douglas Hospital. Lynch suf- Tubergen, 19, speeding38 in 25,
Activity St., Holland, paid $10 fine and
with 22 points on 10 baskets and
with 1:16 to go while Nick Beam, broidered Alencon lace with seed fered multiplefacial lacerations $17.20; Richard Rhoda, 20, of 563
two free shots. He was the game's \ meeting of the Royal Neigh- forced to retire with 7:05 left, had pearls and embroidery and a full and chest injuries; Survillas re- College Ave., stop sign, found not
$7.30 costs in Justice Eva WorkGRAND HAVEN (Special)
high scorer. . •
bors was held in the hall Thurs- 16.
skirt of peau do soie taffeta ter- ceived multiple lacerations and guilty in non-jury trial.
man's court Saturday on a charge
Central State made six out of day evening,
Dave Parks was second high for minating in a chapel-length train. contusionswhile Miss Kuizenga Billy Jerry Glover, of 865 Hol- Twenty -one persons were killed of setting traps within six feet of
nine charity tosses and hit 15 out Included in the program was a Eastern with 21 and Bill Stephens Her fingertipveil of scalloped il- received a possibleconcussion and land St., speeding 49 in 25, $35; and 265 others were injured in traf- a mink or muskrat household. The
of 21 in the game. The night be- reading of the Christmasstory by had 18. Both men fouled out in lusion was held in place by a facial lacerations.
George B. Speet, of 5924 Washing- fic accidents in Ottawa County in alleged offense occurred in Port
fore the Marauders sank 29 free Miss Wilma Bronkhorst,a tap the last four minutes.
crown of seed pearls and sequins. South Haven State Police said ton Rd., speeding 35 in 25, $10;
Sheldon township on Dec. 28.
dance and a ballet by Miss Mary
Earlham took 95 shots, six more She carried a bouquet of carna- Lynch, who was arrestgd for reck- Frank Bouma, of 140 East Seventh 1956, reports through Christmas Carlis Rosenbergs, 50, of 512
Benes led Hope with 21 points Alice Van Kampen and Miss Mel- than Eastern, and came out with tions centered with a white orchid. less driving, was heading north St., interferingwith through traf- from Sheriff Gerald Vanderbeek
Grant St., NE., Grand Rapids, paid
on nine baskets and three free va Rowan and a reading by Mrs. 33 baskets for 34 per cent. The
Mrs. Carlene Van Dyke of Grand on US-31 when he lost control of fic, $12; Allen Merle Steggerda, showed today. Of the injured,194 $50 fine and $’i .80 costs in the same
his
car
on
the
ice-covered
highshots. Benes made most of them Lena Ackley. Jill Beelen perform winners made 35 and had 39 per Rapids, matron of honor, wore an
of 14 East Sixth St., interfering were adults and 71 were under age court Saturday on charge of cuton tip-iM phi* t couple -of hooks, ed a tap dance and a piano solo, cent.
emerald green gown. Mrs. Marie way and slid across the center- with through traffic, $12; Harriet
ting and removing eight Christmas
Vander Hill, featuring a crowd- “Star of the East,” was perform
Magariello, sister of the bride, of line, colliding headon with the M. Boerigter,of 25 West 14th St, 17.
Eastern Michigan (107)
trees and some boughs in Port
pleasing twohand set shot, also ed by Miss Carla Otting.
For the same period, the sherFG FT PF TP California, and Miss Marlene southbound car driven by Survil- failure to signal for turn, $12.
Sheldon township without a bill of
las.
made nine baskets and added
Several poems, including Rainey, f .........
0
Gasierowski, niece of the bride, of
Erskin Sheldon, 22, of 122 East iff’s department investigated 543 sale. He had eight spruce trees and
Miss Kuizenga was a passenger
pair of free shots for 20 points. "Shock” by Mrs. Jennie Bell, Stephens, f .......
18 Chicago, were bridesmaids. They
Ninth St., right of way to oncom- accidents, 369 involving other ve- some Scotch pine boughs which
Hope returns to MIAA action "What Makes Christmas”by Mrs. Parks, c .......... 5 11 5 21 wore gowns of apple green and in the Survillas car. Police said ing traffic, $17; Arthur Sas, Jr., hicles. Fifty - eight others were
belonged to Henry Essink, route 2,
both cars, one a 1949 model and
Thursday night at Hillsdale.The Alice Rowan and two poems by Me Intyre, g .....
7
carried bouquets of red poinset
of 112 East Seventh St., red light caused by cars running off the
Holland, to whom he was ordered
the other a 1951 model, were total
Dale* have yet to win a league Miss Barbara Kleis were given, Becker, g ..........
road
and
56
more
hit
fixed
objects.
12
and stop street, $15; Roy Ed ColMary Ponstein,n i e c e of the losses.
to make restitutionof $50.
game having dropped two deci- “Farewell to the Old Year was Kessler, f ........
0
2
lins, of 84^ East Eighth St, im- There were 11 cases of cars colgroom, was flower girl and was
sion while the Dutch have a 1-2 1 presentedby Mrs. Dorothy Ack- Crickmore,g .....
23 dressed in nile green.
prudent speed
racing, $25; liding with bicycles, five with Both arrests were made by ConservationOfficer Harold Bowditch.
14
conference record.
Treasis, f ........
Joyce A. Robinson, 17, New Rich- trains and 10 with pedestrians.
Auxiliary Stages
The kitchen committee Included
Herman Van Zantwick was best
Ireland,
f
........
1
mond,
assured
clear
distance,
$12
In
other
work
done
by
the
de' Hope (M)
Mrs. Jennie Bell, Miss Wilma Birkle, c
man and ushers were Steve Annual Yaletime Party
........
3
suspended after traffic school partment, 2,925 criminal and non- Gordon M. Marshall, 77,
to ft JT TP
anci Mrs. Linnie Sly.
Dworak and Donald Schanz. Neph6
Mack,
f
Raymond L. Schippers,of 530 criminal complaints were answer- Summer Resident, Dies
R. Ritsma, I ...*...3
Mrs. Nellie Kleis was in charge
ews of the bride, Eric and Greg- About 40 members of the VFW Howard, speeding, $5; Alvin GlupSchultz, g
0
Buurama, .........5 0
ed and 636 traffic tickets were
jof decorations and gifts. Mrs. Sly
Auxiliary gathered at the hall
ory Hansen, were ring bearers.
ker, route 4, speeding, $17.
3
issued. Fines collected from trafBenes, c ...........9
Gordon M. Marshall,77, sumwas in charge at the program.
A
wedding
dinner
was
held at Thursday evening for a Christmas
Totals. ..37 33 27 107
fic tickets amounted to $10,431.14.
Vanderlind. g ...... 2
1
The next meeting will be held
mer resident of Saugatuck,died
Melody Inn in Grandvillefollow- party and also to celebrate the
The department took applications
Vander Hill, g ..... 9
1
Earlham (90)
Wassail is the name for the
Jan. 3 with a birthday party fol22nd anniversary of the local oring the ceremony.
Saturday morning at his home
for 5,559 drivers’licenses and
Thomson, f ........0
1
FG FT PF TP
lowing the business meeting.
The bride received her B.S. de- ganization. The rooms were de- ancient form of "toasting," the
turned $9,735 over to the Secretary in Chicago.
B. Ritsema, g .....
2 0
14
Marvel, f ........
term
being
applied
later
to
the
gree from Western Michigan Col- corated in the Christmasmotif by
15
of State. Through October, $4,944.50
Woodcock, g ....... 0
1
He is survived by the wife, JesQueemer, f .....
lege and is a teacher at Ferry Mrs. June Nordhof and Mrs. Vern Christmas feasting and revelries
Two
Cars
Sideswipe
6
Siedentop, g ........
0 0
Peacock, c ......
and
particularly
to
the
bowl
of had oeen returned to the County sica; two daughters, Mrs. Beatrice
School. The groom received his Bush.
M. Nichols and Mrs. Winifred M.
Kempker, g ........0
0
19
Two cars sideswiped on the Arnold, g .......
AB degree from Hope College and Mrs. Don Japinga and Mrs. spiced ale or wine which was a Treasurer.
Schut; f ............
0
6
A
total of 296 foxes were boun- Rush and one son, Gordon M.
bridge on 120th Ave., Wednesday Himelich, g .....
feature
of
the
medieval
Christis teaching at Grand\ille High Clifford Dengler arranged games,
Marshall, Jr., all of Chicago.
16
tied by the department.
afternoon, resulting in damages Beam, f .........
and lunch, featuring a decorated mas.
School.
Total* 28 10 13
8
Clark,
f
..........
3
estimated at 51,100. Involved were
anniversarycake, was in charge
3
automobiles driven by Harry Kal- Rot. g ............
Central State «1)
of Mrs. Claude Holcomb and Mrs.
Damage Set at $300
3
FG FT PF TP I mink, 58, of 115 East 18th St. and Gray, c ..........
Paul Dalman. There also was a
Ottawa County deputies estimatH. B. Gemmill, 53, of 378 Lincoln
Bolds, f ............
0
50-cent gift exchange.
Totals... 33 24 33
ed damage to two cars at 5300 afAve. The 1956 Kalmink car, going
Fox, I ..............
3
At the business meeting in charge
ter a vehicle driven by Betty
north, and the 1955 model Gemmill Officials: Buerge, Volk.
Payne, c ..........10
4
of Mrs. Kenneth W. Russell,
DeFeyter,29, of 882 South Washvehicle, going south, both continWagner, g ......... .0
1
senior vice president, the memThomas Nast, famous American ington Ave., skidded on the snow
ued straight ahead although there
Lewis, g ...... -...3
3
bers voted to contribute to Hunwas not room for them to pass cartoonist,was responsible for the Saturday afternoonand collided garian relief. Mrs. Dengler, auxiLee, f ..............
2
with
a
car
operated
by
Lester
according
to
Ottawa
County
deputwo
popular
symbols
of
the
major
Pinckey,
..... ,....0
0
liary representative to Prestatie
ties. Neither driver was ticketed. U.S. political parties —the Repub- Klinge, 34, of 599 West 32nd St.,
Conyers, g .........
3
Huis, announced that ticketshave
Gemmill was treated for minor lican elephant and the Democratic at the intersectionof 32nd St. and been received for the Sweetheart
Plasman
Ave.
doney.
head injuriesat Holland hospital.
Totals 23 15 16
Ball to be held in February at the
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Tulip

County's

New Animal

Shelter Off to Busy Start

After a week and a half of oper- ty. The shelter is open Mondays
ation, the new animal shelter op- through Fridays from 10 a.m. to
erated by the Ottawa County Hu- 4 p.m. and from 7 to 9 p.m. On
mane Society hat been virtually Saturdays the hours are 1:30 to
p.m. and on Sundays they are
flooded by small animals, it was
2:30 to 5 p.m.
reported by Don Zoll,
The present arrangementfor the
county's humane officer.
"The volume far exceeded our pick-up of stray dogs remains un-

Ottawa

where a humane act is not in- Bell will answer the call. His num
volved and where a convenience ber is 6-5719. If the emergency
is extended, a small m i 1 e a ge takes place near the shelter locacharge is made for truck service. tion or in the northern part of the
All cruelty investigations are county, the humane officer will act.
made through the county humane In cases of this sort, also, when
officer and he can be contacted speed is of the essence, local poby calling the animal shelter, al- lice or the state troopers should
so. A distinction, however should be summoned if a danger is posed

projected estimates,”Zoll said. changed. Dog Warden Richard
Bell continues to function in his be drawn between a "humane to safety.
"Fortunately,” he continued, "we
While all have different jobs to
case” and a "nuisance case.” A
have had an unusually high adop- present capacity.In case of a stray
dog or other animal, Warden Bell barking dog or a garden-despoiler do, Humane Officer Zoll strongly
tion rate to match the rate of
is a nuisance and cases of this type emphasized that cooperationand
incoming animals. All in all, we should be contacted and he in turn
will deliver the animal to the shel- should be reported to local police. team play between all agencies
at the shelter are immensely
ter. The shelter is the sole collect- It becomes a humane case when concerned with the dog problem
proud of the way which the shelter
an act of cruelty to animals is would indicate an overlappingof
has been able to handle a multi- ing point for ail strays picked up
involved or when a certain threat functiona. "We’re all in the dog
in Ottawa county.
tude of canine and feline probFor cases involving emergencies is posed to people or livestock. control boat together,”he comlems
of an animal nature, humane prob- Cases involving an impending mented. "and while we have a big
The shelter staff is made up of lems, rescues, wounded animals, emergency such as a dog menac- job on our hands, much good work
jZoll, in addition to disposals,or other matters than ing children in a schoolyard will has already been done and we
officer, is the the pick-up of strays, the Humane be bandied by agreement in the should be able to set an example
should be contacted at followingfashion. If the emergency to our neighbor counties in the efHis wife, Stella
7-5096. For service calls occurs in eitiyr the Holland area ficiency and humanity of our pet
. assistant,ai
and two
by the society truck in cases or the southern part of the county, control program.”
are maintainedon du-

Room

of the

Warm

Friend

Tavern. Proceeds of the ball,
sponsored by various auxiliaries
of the city, will be for Prestatie
Huis.
Special guests at the party were
two members of the Huntington,
Ind., Auxiliary. The next regular
meeting will be held Jan. 10.

Mother

Woman

of Port

Sheldon

Dies in Florida

Mrs. Charles E. Aldrich, form
er Holland resident,died In New
Smyrna Beach, Fla., Saturday at
the age of 90.
Survivors include three daughters, Mrs. Edward Van Dyke of
Port Sheldon, Miss Helene Aldrich
and Mrs. Robert Campbell of New
Smyrna Beach. Fla.; one son,
Charles E. Aldrich of Dallas, Tex.;
seven grandchildren and f ive
great-grandchildren.

\

There are 251 religious bodies
in the United States.

MAYORS OF THREE cities in

Ottawa county
participated in dedication ceremoniesSaturday
afternoon at the modern new animal shelter
on US-31 eight miles north of Holland, made
possible through a gift of $22,000 from Mrs.
P. T. Cheff/ George Heeringa, president of the

plaque acknowledging Mrs. Cheff's gift. Left
to right are Mayor Robert De Bruyn of Zeeland,
Mayor Claude Ver Duin of Grand Haven, Mrs.
Cheff, Oscar Vanden Dooren, Heeringa,John
Yon Putten and Mayor Robert Yisscher of
Holland. Between 400, and 500 visited the
shelter throughout the dgy. (Penna-Sasphoto)

